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1 Creating and Maintaining Driver Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining driver profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
How to create and manage driver profiles in BorderConnect.
Driver profiles are used in BorderConnect for 3 main purposes:
• To complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests.
• To indicate the driver for user reference or automatic notifications for ACI eManifests.
• To indicate the driver for user reference or automatic notifications for BorderConnect's PARS Checking Software.
Once entered, the information in driver profiles remain saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the information
each time a driver crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the driver for the manifest and
their information would be loaded automatically.

1.1 Creating a New Driver Profile
To begin creating a new driver profile, select the option 'Create Driver' under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add New Driver Page, where the primary information for the driver can be entered, as well as the
notification options if you wish for your driver to receive automatic notifications.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes. For
example if your driver profile will not be used for ACE eManifests only the fields Driver Number, First Name and Last
Name are required. Please note though that it's best to enter all information if you believe the driver profile may be used
for ACE eManifests in the future. This will prevent having to return and enter the additional information later.
If you will be using this profile for ACE eManifests and your driver has a FAST card, it is important to enter it on this page
under ACE ID / FAST ID. FAST drivers are expected to be reported in ACE in this manner.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Driver Details Page, which displays an overview of the driver profile.
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1.1.1 Entering Travel Documents for Profiles used on ACE eManifests
If your driver profile will be used for ACE eManifests, and you have not entered a FAST card or ACE ID, your next step
will be to enter travel documents. Non-FAST drivers will require 2 travel documents to be entered on their driver profile,
including one Commercial Driver's License and one additional Travel Document.
To begin click on the Add Travel Document button and enter the information for the Commercial Driver's License. Once
finished, click save to return to the Driver Details Page. You can then click Add Travel Document again to add the
additional document. The second document you add should satisfy the driver's WHTI requirements, i.e. passport or
equivalent, that are required for entering the United States at land border crossings.
For drivers with an Enhanced Driver's License, the proper way to enter it is to put it in as two separate travel documents:
one as Commercial Driver's License and one as Enhanced Driver's License.

1.1.2 Entering PARS Sequences and RMD Sequences for Profiles used with PARS Checking
If your driver profile will be used for reference or notification with BorderConnect's PARS Checking software, but not with
BorderConnect's ACI eManifest software, then you want to enter PARS and RMD Sequences on the driver profile. Having
the sequences entered ahead of time allows BorderConnect to automatically know which driver a PARS or RMD belongs
to when a new message comes in from CBSA. The message will then be marked with that driver's name in the PARS
Shipments listings in BorderConnect, and can also be forwarded on to the driver if the notification options have been set.
To enter a PARS sequence, click the Add PARS Sequence button. You can then indicate a set of PARS numbers that
you've assigned to your driver and click Save to add it to your driver profile. All PARS sequences assigned to your driver
will be listed here, including how many PARS stickers remain, and options to manage the list will be included.
RMD sequences are added and managed in much the same way, by clicking the Add RMD Sequence button.

1.1.3 Entering CSA Details for TCP Profiles
The CSA Details on a driver profile are only used when your company is transmitting CSA Shipments in ACI using
BorderConnect. They should only be entered by the person in your company that maintains TCP lists as part of your CSA
requirements. For training and support on entering this information, that person should contact BorderConnect directly.

1.2 Maintaining Existing Driver Profiles
To manage your existing driver profiles, bring up the Driver Search Page by selecting 'Search Drivers' from the Manage
Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all driver profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which drivers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of drivers.
If you want to update or view an existing driver profile, you can access it from here by finding the driver you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Driver Details Page for the driver. The search options are also useful for narrowing
it down to the driver you are looking for if you have a lot of driver profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing driver profile, this can be done by finding the driver you want and clicking Delete.
If you want to restore (recover from deleting) a driver profile you had previously deleted by first making sure "Is Driver
Active" is set to "No" on your search options, then searching for the driver. Once found, clicking Activate will restore the
driver profile.
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2 Creating and Maintaining Passenger Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
A video tutorial on creating a passenger profile within BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining passenger profiles in BorderConnect eManifest software. It
assumes that you have an active software subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an
account, please contact BorderConnect to get you set up.
Passenger profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests and to
indicate the driver for your own reference for ACI eManifests.
Once entered, the information in passenger profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the
information each time a passenger crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the passenger for
the manifest and the information would be loaded automatically.

2.1 Creating a New Passenger Profile
To begin creating a new passenger profile, select the option Create Passenger under the Manage Data menu.
This will bring you to the Add Passenger Page, where all of the information for the passenger can be entered.
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Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Passenger Details Page, which displays an overview of the passenger profile.
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2.1.1 Entering Travel Documents for Profiles used on ACE eManifests
If your passenger profile will be used for ACE eManifests, your next step will be to enter a travel document. Passengers
will normally only require one travel document to be entered, preferably a passport.
To begin click on the Add Travel Document button and enter the information for the document. Once finished, click save
to return to the passenger details page. If you have entered a Driver's License as your travel document, you will need to
add a second document by clicking Add Travel Document again. Otherwise your profile is finished.

2.2 Maintaining Existing Passenger Profiles
To manage your existing passenger profiles, bring up the Passenger Search Page by selecting 'Search Passengers' from
the Manage Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all passenger profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are
looking to check which passengers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if
you are checking on a particular list of passengers.
If you want to update or view an existing passenger profile, you can access it from here by finding the passenger you
want and clicking View. This will bring you to the Passenger Details Page for that passenger. The search options are also
useful for narrowing it down to the passenger you are looking for if you have a lot of passenger profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing passenger profile, this can be done by finding the passenger you want and clicking
Delete.
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3 Creating and Maintaining Truck Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining truck profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
How to Create and manage truck profiles in BorderConnect.
Truck profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests and ACI
eManifests.
Once entered, the information in truck profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the information
each time a truck crosses on an ACE Manifest, for example. You would simply select the truck for the manifest and the
information would be loaded automatically.

3.1 Creating a New Truck Profile
To begin creating a new truck profile, select the option 'Create Truck' under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add Truck Page, where all of the information for the truck can be entered.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes. For
example if your truck profile will not be used for ACE eManifests only the fields Truck Number, License Plate Number and
License Plate State/Province are required. Please note though that it's best to enter all information if you believe the truck
profile may be used for ACE eManifests in the future. This will prevent having to return and enter the additional
information later.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Truck Details Page, which displays an overview of the truck profile.
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3.1.1 Entering License Plates for Truck Profiles
Although you were given the option to add the license plate on the previous screen, if you did not do so you can add it
here using the Add License Plate to Truck button. You can also add additional license plates to the truck by clicking this
button again, but this is not recommended because it would not be compatible with ACE and ACI eManifest requirements.
Only one license plate is allowed for use on manifests.

3.2 Maintaining Existing Truck Profiles
To manage your existing truck profiles, bring up the Truck Search Page by selecting 'Search Trucks' from the Manage
Data menu.

By default this page will display a list of all truck profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which trucks you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of trucks.
If you want to update or view an existing truck profile, you can access it from here by finding the truck you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Truck Details Page for that truck. The search options are also useful for narrowing
it down to the truck you are looking for if you have a lot of truck profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing truck profile, this can be done by finding the truck you want and clicking Delete.
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4 Creating and Maintaining Trailer Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to create a trailer profile in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining trailer profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
Trailer profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE eManifests and ACI
eManifests.
Once entered, the information in trailer profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the
information each time a trailer crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the trailer for the
manifest and the information would be loaded automatically.

4.1 Creating a New Trailer Profile
To begin creating a new trailer profile, select the option Create Trailer under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add Trailer Page, where all of the information for the trailer can be entered.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Trailer Details Page, which displays an overview of the trailer profile.

4.1.1 Entering License Plates for Trailer Profiles
Although you were given the option to add the license plate on the previous screen, if you did not do so you can add it
here using the Add License Plate to Trailer button. If the trailer has more than one license plate, you can also add
additional license plates to the trailer by clicking this button again, but this is not recommended for trailer profiles that
might be used on ACI eManifests because it would not be compatible with ACI eManifest requirements. Because only one
license plate is allowed for trailers on ACI eManifests, you would need to enter two separate trailers in this situation.

4.2 Maintaining Existing Trailer Profiles
To manage your existing trailer profiles, bring up the Trailer Search Page by selecting 'Search Trailer' from the Manage
Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all trailer profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which trailers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of trailers.
If you want to update or view an existing trailer profile, you can access it from here by finding the trailer you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Trailer Details Page for that trailer. The search options are also useful for
narrowing it down to the trailer you are looking for if you have a lot of trailer profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing trailer profile, this can be done by finding the trailer you want and clicking Delete.
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5 Start New ACE Manifest Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to add trip info on an ACE eManifest in BorderConnect.
The Start New ACE eManifest Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user begins a new
manifest. It allows the user to enter the main information for the manifest and save it once finished. The Start New ACE
eManifest Page can be accessed under the ACE eManifests menu by selecting 'Start New ACE eManifest', as well as
from the ACE Manifest Search Page by clicking on the Start New ACE eManifest button. Please note that the legend at
the bottom of the page will indicate which fields are required.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been entered on the page. Can only be used when all of the required fields have
been completed. Clicking on this button will create the new manifest with the data that has been entered, and
bring the user to the ACE eManifest Details Page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to start a new ACE eManifest. Clicking on this button will disregard any data entered on the
page and bring the user to the ACE Manifest Search Page.
Trip Number
This is a unique number to identify the manifest for CBP. The trip number always begins with a SCAC, which can
be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed by 4 to 21 characters (numbers or letters) which
can be entered in the text field. The trip number must be unique. Recommended strategies for making unique trip
numbers would be to use an internal load number, the date, or to start at 0001 and count up.
U.S. Port of Arrival
This is where the driver will be entering the United States. By typing either the city name or the port code, it
should come up to be selected. In most cases is also possible to type the name of the city on the Canadian side
of the border to bring up the corresponding U.S. Port of Arrival.
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Estimated Arrival Date
Used to indicate the date the driver is expected to arrive at the U.S. border. It will default to the current date. To
set another date the user can either enter it in the text field using the format mm/dd/yyyy or use the calendar tool
by clicking on the calendar icon. The currently entered date can also be cleared by clicking on the eraser icon.
Estimated Arrival Time
Used to indicate the time of day the driver is expected to arrive at the U.S. border. It will default to the current time
plus two hours. To set it to a different time the drop down menus can be used to set hours, minutes, and am/pm.
Quick Assign Truck
Used to select the truck for the manifest. Can only be used for existing trucks, it is not possible to enter a new one
here. By typing either the unit number or the license plate of the truck, it should come up to be selected. Although
this field is optional a truck will need to be added to the manifest before it can be transmitted to CBP, so it is
recommended to enter it here if it is known which truck will be used.
Quick Assign Trailer
Used to select the trailer for the manifest. Can only be used for existing trailers, it is not possible to enter a new
one here. By typing either the unit number or license plate of the trailer it should come up to be selected. In the
case of multiple trailers it will only be possible to enter one of the 2 trailers in this field. The other will need to be
added from the ACE Manifest Details Page. Although this field is optional a trailer will need to be added to the
manifest if one is being used, so it is recommended to enter it here if it is known which trailer will be used.
Quick Assign Driver
Used to select which driver should be listed on the manifest. Can only be used for existing drivers, it is not
possible to enter a new one here. By typing either first or last name of the driver they should come up to be
selected. In the case of multiple drivers or passengers it will only be possible to enter one in this field, additional
drivers or passengers will need to be entered from the ACE Manifest Details Page. Although this field is optional
a driver will need to be added to the manifest if one is being used, so it is recommended to enter it here if it is
known which driver will be used.
Save and Start New ACE Shipment
Saves the information currently entered on the page and brings the user to the Start New ACE Shipment Page.
Moving the mouse over this link will display the option to be brought to the ACE Manifest Details Page as well.
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6 Start New ACE Shipment Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to add shipment info on an ACE eManifest in BorderConnect.
The Start New ACE Shipment Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user begins a new
shipment. It allows the user to enter the main information for the shipment and save it once finished. The Start New ACE
Shipment Page is normally accessed from the ACE Manifest Details Page by clicking the Create New Shipment Button,
or by using the 'Save and Start New ACE Shipment' link on the Start New ACE Manifest Page. In both of those cases the
new shipment will be added to the manifest be default. It is also possible to access the page under the ACE eManifests
menu by selecting 'Start New ACE Shipment', although this will not automatically attach the shipment to a manifest.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been entered on the page. Can only be used when the shipment control number
has been filled in. Hovering on this button will reveal four options. Save and View Trip Details will save the
shipment data entered and bring the user back to the eManifest details page. Save and Add Commodity will
save the shipment data and bring the user to the Add Commodity for shipment page. Save and Add New
Shipper will save the shipment data and bring the user to the Add Shipper page. Save and Add New
Consignee will save the shipment data and bring the user to the Add Consignee page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to start a new ACE Shipment. Clicking on this button will disregard any data entered on the
page and bring the user to the ACE Manifest Details Page or the ACE Shipment Search Page, depending on
whether the shipment was started from a manifest or not.
Shipment Type
Used to indicate the type of Customs clearance for the shipment. It will automatically default to PAPS. If this is not
correct the user can select the correct Shipment Type from the list using the drop down menu.
Shipment Control Number
This is a unique number to identify the shipment for CBP. Regardless of the Shipment Type a unique Shipment
Control Number must be supplied. For PAPS shipments this will be the PAPS Number. The Shipment Control
Number always begins with a SCAC, which can be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed by
at least 4 characters (numbers or letters) which can be entered in the text field.
Province of Loading
Used to indicate the province the goods were shipped from. Should match the province listed under the Shipper's
address on the paperwork. The province of loading will default to the last one used on an ACE shipment, and can
be changed using the drop down menu.
Attached to Trip Number
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Used to indicate which manifest the shipment will be attached to. Will automatically be filled in if the shipment was
started from manifest. Otherwise the manifest can be selected by typing the trip number in the text field and
selecting it when it comes up. Please note the manifest being selected must already exist. This field can also be
left blank to create an Unassociated Shipment.
Quick Assign Shipper
Used to select the Shipper for the shipment. Can only be used for existing shippers, it is not possible to enter a
new one here. By typing either the name or street address of the shipper it should come up to be selected.
Although this field is optional it is easiest to enter the shipper here if the shipper is already in the system, since it
will be required for the manifest.
Quick Assign Consignee
Used to select the Consignee for the shipment. Can only be used for existing consignees, it is not possible to
enter a new one here. By typing either the name or street address of the consignee it should come up to be
selected. Although this field is optional it is easiest to enter the consignee here if the consignee is already in the
system.
Quick Assign Broker
Used to indicate the Customs Broker for the shipment. This field is completely optional. If filled in it will allow the
broker to view the ACE Shipment, provided they use the Broker Download feature in ACE. It will not impact
receiving entry numbers on a manifest. By typing either the broker's name or filer code, it should come up to be
selected.
Save and Commodity
Saves the information currently entered on the page and brings the user to the Add/Edit Commodity for ACE
Shipment Page. Moving the mouse over this link will display additional options as well.
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7 ACE Manifest Details Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.

ACE eManifest Details page.
The ACE eManifest Details Page is page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software the main page of the manifest. It
gives a complete overview of all the information on the manifest, as well as the ability to make changes to the manifest
and to transmit it to CBP. This page should be referred back to whenever there is a need to review information on the
manifest, to verify the current status of the manifest, or to make changes to the manifest.
The ACE eManifest Details Page can be accessed in the following ways:
• This page will come up automatically upon saving a new ACE eManifest. (provided the 'Save and Start New
Shipment' option is not selected)
• By using the 'Back to ACE Manifest' button on the ACE Shipment Details Page of a shipment that is attached to
the manifest.
• By using the 'Back to ACE Manifest' link that is created to allow easy return to the most recently viewed manifest.
• From the ACE Manifest Search Page by clicking 'View' on the ACE eManifest search result.

7.1 Main Function Buttons

The main function buttons are located near the top of the page. They allow access to some of the most important
functions on the manifest, most of which would commonly by used only when the manifest has been completed.
Edit Button
Used to change the Trip Number, U.S. Port of Arrival, or ETA of the manifest. It brings the user to the Edit ACE
eManifest Page to allow these changes to be made. Upon making the changes and clicking 'Save' the user is
returned back to the ACE eManifest Details Page.
Print Button
Used to generate an ACE eManifest Driver's Copy in pdf format. Moving the mouse over this button displays the
choice between the Standard Driver's Copy and the Detailed Driver's Copy. Either can be selected depending on
user preference. Once the selection is made, the driver's copy will open on the user's computer.
Fax Button
Used to send an ACE eManifest Driver's Copy via fax. Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice
between faxing the Standard Driver's Copy and the Detailed Driver's Copy. Once the selection is made the user
will be prompted to enter the fax number to send the copy to, as well as given the option to include a subject that
will appear in the header of the fax. Once these are entered, clicking 'Send' will send the fax and return the user
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to the ACE eManifest Details Page. Please note that the area code is always required regardless of where the fax
is being sent.
Email Button
Used to send an ACE eManifest Driver's Copy via email. Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice
between emailing the Standard Driver's Copy and the Detailed Driver's Copy. Once the selection is made the
user will be prompted to enter the email address to send the copy to, as well as given the option to include a
subject and email body. The user can also change the 'From' email address if desired. Once these are entered,
clicking 'Send' will send the email with the driver's copy as a pdf attachment, and return the user to the ACE
eManifest Details Page.
Send to CBP Button
Used to transmit ACE eManifest data to CBP. Moving the mouse over this button displays the following choices:
◊ Send Complete eManifest: Transmits the manifest to CBP. Should only be used for a manifest not
currently on file with CBP. ie a draft or cancelled manifest.
◊ Amend Completed eManifest: Transmits a change request for the manifest to CBP. Used when a
manifest that is already on file needs to be updated.
◊ Cancel Completed eManifest: Transmits a request to cancel the manifest to CBP. Used when a manifest
that is already on file needs to be cancelled in order to allow changes to the trip number, shipment control
numbers or date, or simply because the freight is no longer expected to cross the border.
Once the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the transmission, and the request will be sent to
CBP. If there were any errors on the manifest to prevent the transmission, the user would be notified at this time.
Set Status Button
Used to correct the Current Status of the manifest when it is believed to be incorrect. Because the system
updates the Current Status automatically based on CBP responses, this feature should seldom if ever be used.
Please note the Set Status Button cannot be used to make changes to a manifest in the CBP system. eg. setting
the status to Cancelled will not cancel a manifest with CBP. A cancel request would be used instead.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice between all available statuses for an ACE eManifest.
Once the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the selection, and the Current Status will be
updated.
Track Button
Used to keep track of a manifest via email and system notification. When tracking a manifest, the user will receive
an email every time there is a new CBP response for that manifest, including arrival and release responses.
There will also be a link to that manifest displayed just under the menu bar to allow the user easy access to return
to the manifest, and this link will show 3 red exclamation marks when the manifest has received a new response.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice between tracking the manifest and tracking the manifest
with a note. Tracking with a note will allow the user to enter a comment intended to help the user remember why
the manifest is being tracked. Once the manifest is tracked the user can stop tracking it using this same button,
and selecting untrack eManifest.

7.2 Details / History Window
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The Details/History Window is located directly under the Main Function Buttons. It is designed to give the user information
about the status of the manifest. It is divided into two sections:
Details
Displays information about the manifest including the Trip Number, Port of Arrival, Estimated Arrival Date, and the
Current Status.
History
Displays a complete history for the manifest and all attached shipments, including when the manifest and
shipments were started, major changes that were made, what was sent to CBP, and CBP responses. Together
with Current Status, this section is crucial to understanding the state of the manifest. The History Section is the
only place where the user can:
◊ Determine if the One Hour Prior Notice Requirement has been met. The hour begins once CBP has
accepted the ACE eManifest. The user can determine when the manifest was accepted by looking in the
history for the CBP Response accepting the manifest. Please note that if the manifest was cancelled and
resubmitted, or if it was changed, only the most recent accept message will apply to the hour notification
requirement.
◊ See a CBP Reject. When Customs rejects a manifest the reason for the reject will be displayed here,
allowing the user to determine what action needs to be taken to correct it.
◊ See when the truck arrived at the border. A message will be received when the truck arrives at the border
regardless of whether it is released immediately or held for inspection.
◊ Track changes made to the manifest. While other areas of the system will display current information, the
history will record major changes made to the manifest, which could be crucial to understanding its
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progression.

7.3 Truck Section

The Truck Section is located directly below the Details/History Window. It displays which truck is currently listed on the
manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is mandatory to report the truck information
on an ACE eManifest.
Assign Truck to ACE eManifest Button
Generally not recommended as Quick Assign Truck is faster and easier to use. Used to select which truck should
be listed on the manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a screen where the truck selection can be
made, as well as the option to indicate that there are Instruments of International Traffic aboard. Once the truck is
selected clicking 'Save' will assign the truck and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details Page. The Add
Truck Button only appears when there is no truck assigned to the manifest.
Quick Assign Truck
Used to select which truck should be listed on the manifest. Can only be used for existing trucks, it is not possible
to enter a new one here. By typing either the unit number or the license plate of the truck into the text box, the
truck will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will assign it to the manifest. The Quick
Assign Truck option will only appear when there is no truck assigned to the manifest.
Remove Truck from eManifest Button
Used to remove the current truck from the manifest. If this option is used any seal numbers currently listed on the
truck will also be removed from the manifest.
Set Truck IIT Status Button
Used to indicate that there are Instruments of International Traffic loaded on the truck. Moving the mouse over
this button displays the choice between IITs covered under carrier's bond or importer's bond. Once the selection
is made the IIT status will be set on the truck. It can be removed again by clicking the 'Remove IIT Status' link that
will be displayed afterward. Please note that if there is a trailer on the manifest the IIT Status should be set there
instead.
View
Used to display more information about the truck listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a details page
which lists options to change the truck listed on the manifest, remove the truck from the manifest, edit or view the
Truck Profile, create seal numbers, or return to the manifest.
Change
Used to change the truck currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the truck
selection can be made, as well as the option to set an IIT Status. Once the selections have been made clicking
'Save' will change the truck and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details Page. Please note that it may be
easier to Remove the truck and Quick Assign a new one rather than using this function.
Remove
Used to remove the current truck from the manifest. If this option is used any seal numbers currently listed on the
truck will also be removed from the manifest.
Add Seal
Used to add a Seal Number to the truck. It will bring the user to a separate screen to enter the Seal Number.
Once it has been entered, clicking 'Save' will add the seal to the truck and bring the user to a screen where
additional seals may be entered by clicking 'Create Seal Numbers'. The user can return to the ACE eManifest
Details Page by clicking 'Back to ACE eManifest'. Please note that if there is a trailer on the manifest the Seal
Numbers should be listed there instead.
Validation Warnings
If the Truck Profile is not fully set up to allow the truck to be used on an ACE eManifest, a validation warning will
be listed on the Truck Section in red lettering next to a yellow caution sign. If this occurs the user should correct
the Truck Profile before returning to the manifest.

7.4 Trailer Section
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The Trailer Section is located directly below the Truck Section. It displays a list of trailers currently assigned to the
manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is mandatory to report the trailer information
on an ACE eManifest if a trailer is being used.
Add Trailer Button
Generally not recommended as Quick Assign Trailer is faster and easier to use. Used to add a trailer to the
manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple trailers. (eg. double-drop trailers) Clicking on this button will
bring the user to a screen where the trailer selection can be made, as well as the option to set an IIT Status.
Once the trailer is selected clicking 'Save' will assign the trailer and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details
Page.
Quick Assign Trailer
Used to add a trailer to the manifest. Can only be used for existing trailers, it is not possible to enter a new one
here. Can be used multiple times to indicate multiple trailers. (eg. double-drop trailers) By typing either the unit
number or the license plate of the trailer into the text box, the trailer will come up for the user to select. Clicking on
it or pressing enter will assign it to the manifest.
Set Trailer IIT Status Button
Used to indicate that there are Instruments of International Traffic loaded on the trailer(s). Moving the mouse over
this button displays the choice between IITs covered under carrier's bond or importer's bond. Once the selection
is made the IIT Status will be set on the trailer(s). It can be removed again by click the 'Remove IIT Status' link
that will be displayed afterward.
View
Used to display more information about the trailer listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a details page
which lists options to change the trailer listed on the manifest, remove the trailer from the manifest, edit or view
the Trailer Profile, create seal numbers, or return to the manifest.
Change
Used to change a trailer currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the trailer
selection can be made, as well as the option to set an IIT Status. Once the selections have been made clicking
'Save' will change the trailer and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details Page. Please note that it may be
easier to Remove the trailer and Quick Assign a new one rather than using this function.
Remove
Used to remove a trailer from the manifest.
Add Seal
Used to add a Seal Number to the trailer. It will bring the user to a separate screen to enter the Seal Number.
Once it has been entered, clicking 'Save' will add the seal to the trailer return the user to the ACE eManifest
Details Page.

7.5 Driver / Passenger Section

The Driver/Passenger Section is located directly below the Trailer Section. It displays a list of drivers and passengers
currently assigned to the manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is mandatory to
report all drivers and passengers that will be in the truck when it crosses the border.
Assign Driver to ACE eManifest Button
Generally not recommended as Quick Assign Driver is faster and easier to use. Used to add a driver to the
manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple drivers. (eg. team drivers) Clicking on this button will bring
the user to a screen where the driver selection can be made, as well as the option to specify the U.S. Address the
driver will be going to. (U.S. Address will be auto-filled for the user later if a shipment is added to the manifest.)
Once the driver is selected clicking 'Save' will assign the driver and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details
Page.
Assign Passenger Button
Used to add a passenger to the manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple passengers. Clicking on this
button will bring the user to a screen where the passenger selection can be made. Additionally, if the Passenger
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Profile has not yet been created the user can create it from this screen by clicking 'Create New Passenger'. Once
the passenger is selected clicking 'Save' will assign the passenger and return the user to the ACE eManifest
Details Page.
Address
Used to specify the U.S. Address the driver will be going to. Required for drivers who are not FAST approved. By
typing in the address of a consignee previously used in BorderConnect, it should come up to be selected. Clicking
on it will fill in the U.S. address for the driver. Please note that it is not necessary to use this function on a
manifest if a shipment will be added to it later, as the address of the consignee will be automatically added for the
driver when the shipment section of the manifest is completed.
Quick Assign Driver
Used to add a driver to the manifest. Can only be used for existing drivers, it is not possible to enter a new one
here. Can be used multiple times to add multiple drivers. (eg. team drivers) By typing either the name or driver
number into the text box, the driver will come up for the user to select. Clicking on the selected driver or pressing
enter will assign the driver to the manifest.
View
Used to display more information about the driver or passenger listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a
details page which lists options to change the driver or passenger listed on the manifest, remove the driver or
passenger from the manifest, edit or view the Driver or Passenger Profile, or return to the manifest.
Change
Used to change a driver or passenger currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the
driver or passenger selection can be made, and in the case of a driver the U.S. Address for where the driver is
going can also be entered. Once the selections have been made clicking 'Save' will change the driver or
passenger and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details Page. Please note that it may be easier to Remove
the driver or passenger and Quick Assign a new one rather than using this function.
Remove
Used to remove a driver or passenger from the manifest.

7.6 Shipment Section

The Shipment Section is located directly below the Driver/Passenger Section. It displays a list of shipments currently
attached to the manifest and gives the user a detailed oversight and control of that list, including options to add or remove
shipments, and access existing shipments for editing. Please note that it is mandatory to report all shipments aboard on
one ACE eManifest.
Create New Shipment Button
Used to add a shipment to the manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Start New ACE Shipment
Page. Creating a shipment using this function will automatically attach the shipment to the manifest. This option
should only be used when the shipment has not yet been created in BorderConnect. For a shipment that is
already created Quick Assign Shipment should be used instead.
Assign Shipment Button
Not recommended as Quick Assign Shipment is faster and easier to use. Clicking on this button brings the user to
a search listing recent Unassociated Shipments. Clicking View for a shipment will bring the user to the ACE
Shipment Details Page, from which the user can assign the shipment to the manifest.
Quick Assign Shipment
Used to attach an Unassociated Shipment to the manifest. By typing the Shipment Control Number of the
shipment to be attached into the text box it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on the selected shipment
or pressing enter will assign it to the manifest. This option can only be used when the shipment has already been
created and is not currently attached a manifest.
View
Used to review or edit a shipment on the manifest. It will bring the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Edit
Used to edit the Shipment Type or Shipment Control Number for a shipment. It will bring the user to the Edit ACE
Shipment Page.
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Detach
Used to remove a shipment from the manifest. The removed shipment will remain in BorderConnect as an
Unassociated Shipment, which will allow it to be reassigned to a manifest later.
Delete
Used to delete a shipment from BorderConnect. Clicking this link will remove this shipment not only from the
manifest but from the system, so it will not be available to assign to a manifest later.

7.7 Comment Section

The Comment Section is located directly below the Shipment Section at the very bottom of the page. It allows the user to
add and view comments about the ACE eManifest. These comments are not transmitted to CBP; their purpose is for user
reference only. It is highly recommended to add comments to the manifest to record anything out of the ordinary as it is
an excellent way to communicate the situation to other users and to retain information for audit purposes.
Add Comment Button
Used to add a comment to the manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a screen where the comment
can by typed. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will add the comment to the manifest and return the user to the ACE
eManifest Details Page.
Edit
Used to edit an existing comment on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the comment can be
edited. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will update the comment and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details
Page.
Delete
Used to remove a comment from the manifest.
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8 Edit ACE Manifest Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The Edit ACE Manifest Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user edits the main details of
an existing manifest. The Edit ACE Manifest Page can be accessed from the ACE Manifest Details Page by clicking the
Edit button in the top left corner.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been entered on the page. Can only be used when all of the required fields have
been completed. Clicking on this button will update the new with the data that has been entered, and bring the
user to the ACE Manifest Details Page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to edit the manifest. Clicking on this button will disregard any data entered on the page and
return the user to the ACE Manifest Details Page.
Clear Button
Used to clear data from all fields on the page. Clicking on this button will make all fields blank.
Trip Number
This is a unique number to identify the manifest for CBP. The trip number always begins with a SCAC, which can
be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed by 4 to 21 characters (numbers or letters) which
can be entered in the text field. The trip number must be unique. Recommended strategies for making unique trip
numbers would be to use an internal load number, the date, or to start at 0001 and count up.
U.S. Port of Arrival
This is where the driver will be entering the United States. By typing either the city name or the port code, it
should come up to be selected. In most cases is also possible to type the name of the city on the Canadian side
of the border to bring up the corresponding U.S. Port of Arrival.
Estimated Arrival Date
Used to indicate the date the driver is expected to arrive at the U.S. border. It will default to the current date. To
set another date the user can either enter it in the text field using the format mm/dd/yyyy or use the calendar tool
by clicking on the calendar icon. The currently entered date can also be cleared by clicking on the eraser icon.
Estimated Arrival Time
Used to indicate the time of day the driver is expected to arrive at the U.S. border. It will default to the current time
plus two hours. To set it to a different time the drop down menus can be used to set hours, minutes, and am/pm.
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9 ACE Shipment Details Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.

CBP ACE eManifest
The ACE Shipment Details Page is the main page of an ACE Shipment and in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software. It
gives a complete overview of all the information for the shipment, as well as the ability to make changes and transmit to
CBP.
The ACE Shipment Details Page can be accessed in the following ways:
• This page will come up automatically upon clicking the Save Button on the Start New ACE Shipment Page.
• By using the 'Back to ACE Shipment' link that is created to allow easy return to the most recently viewed
shipment.
• From the ACE Shipment Search Page by clicking 'View' on the ACE Shipment search result.
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9.1 Main Function Buttons

The Main Function Buttons are located near the top of the page. They allow the user to alter main information for the
shipment.
Edit Button
Brings the user to the Edit ACE Shipment Page. This allows the user to change the Shipment Control Number
among other options. Once the changes are made, clicking 'Save' will return the user to the ACE Shipment
Details Page.
Delete Button
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Deletes the ACE shipment out of BorderConnect. It is important to note that using this button will not cancel the
shipment with CBP! If it is on file, it is important to cancel the manifest with CBP before using this button.
Detach Button
Used to remove the shipment from the manifest it is attached to. The shipment will remain in BorderConnect as
an Unassociated Shipment, which will allow it to be reassigned to a manifest later. This button only appears when
the shipment is attached to a manifest.
Shipment Only Send to CBP Button
Used to transmit ACE Shipment data to CBP. Please note that normally only the 'Send to CBP' on the ACE
Manifest Details Page should be used instead as it allows all Trip and Shipment data for the manifest to be sent
at once. This button is only for advanced users. Moving the mouse over this button displays the following choices:
◊ Send Unassociated Shipment: Transmits the shipment to CBP as unassociated. i.e. not linked to a
manifest.
◊ Cancel Shipment Message: Transmits a request to cancel the shipment to CBP. Will only cancel the
shipment, not the manifest. If the shipment is attached to a manifest in CBP's system, this will remove it
from the manifest.
◊ Attach Shipment Message: Transmits a request to link the shipment to a manifest in CBP's system. In
order to be successful both the shipment and the manifest must already be on file in CBP's system.
Once the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the transmission, and the request will be sent to
CBP. If there were any errors on the manifest to prevent the transmission, the user would be notified at this time.
Back to ACI eManifest Button
Used to return to the ACE Manifest Details Page of the manifest that the shipment is attached to. Typically used
when the user has finished entering all the information for the shipment. Will only appear if the shipment is
attached to a manifest.
Quick Attach Trip
Used to select which manifest the shipment is attached to. By typing the trip number of the desired manifest it will
come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will attach the shipment to the selected manifest.
Please note that in order to select it, the desired manifest must already exist in BorderConnect. If the manifest still
needs to be created it should first be done from the Start New ACE Manifest Page. If the manifest already exists
but the trip number needs to be edited that should be done from the Edit ACE eManifest Page. This field cannot
be used to create new manifests or change the trip numbers of existing manifests.

9.2 Details / History Window

The Details/History Window is located directly under the Main Function Buttons. It is designed to give the user information
about the status of the shipment. It is divided into two sections:
Details
Displays information about the shipment including the Shipment Control Number, Shipment Type, Province of
Loading and Associated Trip among other details.
History
Displays a complete history for the shipment, including when the shipment was started, major changes that were
made, and CBP responses. Together with Current Status, this section is crucial to understanding the state of the
shipment.
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9.3 Shipper, Consignee, Other Parties Section

The Shipper, Consignee and Other Parties Section is located directed below the Details/History Section. It allows the user
to add a Shipper and Consignee to the shipment, as well as a customs broker and/or 3rd Party if desired. It can also be
used to change or edit the Shipper, Consignee, Broker or 3rd Party already listed on the manifest.
Assign Shipper Button
Used to add a Shipper to the shipment. Should only be used if the Shipper has not be entered in BorderConnect
before, otherwise Quick Assign Shipper should be used. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Add New
Shipper for ACE Shipment Page to enter the Shipper's name and address. Only the fields marked as required
need to be completed. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the Shipper to the manifest and return the user to
the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Assign Consignee Button
Used to add a Consignee to the shipment. Should only be used if the Consignee has not be entered in
BorderConnect before, otherwise Quick Assign Consignee should be used. Clicking on this button will bring the
user to the Add New Consignee for ACE Shipment Page to enter the Consignee's name and address. Only the
fields marked as required need to be completed. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the Consignee to the
manifest and return the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page. Please note that the broker is completely
optional. If filled in it will allow the broker to view the ACE Shipment, provided they use the Broker Download
feature in ACE. It will not impact receiving entry numbers on a manifest.
Assign Broker Button
Should generally not be used as Quick Assign Broker is easier and faster. Will bring the user to a separate page
where the broker info can be entered. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the broker and return the user to the
ACE Shipment Details Page.
Assign 3rd Party Button
Optional Field. Used to add a 3rd Party to the shipment. Clicking this button will bring the user to separate screen
to enter the 3rd Party's type, name and address. Only the fields marked as required need to be completed. Once
entered, clicking 'Save' will add the 3rd Party to the manifest and return the user to the ACE Shipment Details
Page.
Quick Assign Shipper
Used to assign a Shipper to the shipment. Can only be used if the Shipper has already been entered in
BorderConnect, otherwise the Assign Shipper Button must be used. By typing either the name or address of the
Shipper it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will assign the Shipper to the
shipment. Quick Assign Shipper will only be displayed when there is no Shipper on the shipment.
Quick Assign Consignee
Used to assign a Consignee to the shipment. Can only be used if the Consignee has already been entered in
BorderConnect, otherwise the Assign Consignee Button must be used. By typing either the name or address of
the Consignee it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will assign the Consignee to
the shipment. Quick Assign Consignee will only be displayed when there is a Shipper but no Consignee on the
shipment.
Quick Assign Broker
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Used to indicate the Customs Broker for the shipment. Only appears when shipper and consignee have been
entered but broker hasn't. This field is completely optional. If filled in it will allow the broker to view the ACE
Shipment, provided they use the Broker Download feature in ACE. It will not impact receiving entry numbers on a
manifest. By typing either the broker's name or filer code, it should come up to be selected.
Edit
Used to edit the name or address of a Shipper, Consignee, Broker or 3rd Party. Should only be used to change
an incorrect name or address; to change to a completely different Shipper, Consignee, Broker or 3rd Party the
user should first use Remove from Shipment and then add the new one in. Clicking Edit will bring the user to a
separate screen where the changes can be made. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will update the Shipper,
Consignee, Broker or 3rd Party and return the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Remove from Shipment
Used to remove a Shipper, Consignee, Broker or 3rd Party from the shipment.

9.4 Commodity Section

The Commodity Section is located at the bottom of the page directly below the Shipper, Consignee and Contacts Section.
It allows the user to review and manage the commodity information for the shipment.
Create Commodity Button
Used to add a commodity to the shipment. Clicking this button brings the user to the Add/Edit Commodity for ACE
Shipment Page to enter the commodity information. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the commodity to the
shipment and bring the user to the Commodity Details Page.
View
Used to view the full set of information for the commodity. Clicking on this link will bring the user to the
Commodity Details Page for the commodity.
Edit
Used to edit the information on an existing commodity. Clicking Edit will bring the user to the Add/Edit Commodity
for ACE Shipment Page to allow the changes to be made. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will update the
commodity and bring the user to the Commodity Details Page.
Delete
Used to remove a commodity from the shipment.
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10 Edit ACE Shipment Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The Edit ACE Shipment Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user edits the main
information for the shipment. The Edit ACE Shipment Page can be accessed from the ACE Shipment Details Page by
clicking the Edit button in the top left, or from the ACE eManifest Details Page by clicking the Edit link for the shipment in
the shipment section of the manifest.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been entered on the page. Can only be used when the shipment control number
has been filled in. Clicking on this button will update shipment with the data that has been entered, and return the
user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to edit the shipment. Clicking on this button will disregard any data entered on the page and
return the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Clear Button
Used to clear data from all fields on the page. Clicking on this button will make all fields blank.
Shipment Type
Used to indicate the type of Customs clearance for the shipment.
Shipment Control Number
This is a unique number to identify the shipment for CBP. Regardless of the Shipment Type a unique Shipment
Control Number must be supplied. For PAPS shipments this will be the PAPS Number. The Shipment Control
Number always begins with a SCAC, which can be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed by
at least 4 characters (numbers or letters) which can be entered in the text field.
Province of Loading
Used to indicate the province the goods were shipped from. Should match the province listed under the Shipper's
address on the paperwork. The province of loading will default to the last one used on an ACE shipment, and can
be changed using the drop down menu.
Attached to Trip Number
Used to indicate which manifest the shipment will be attached to. Will automatically be filled in if the shipment was
started from manifest. Otherwise the manifest can be selected by typing the trip number in the text field and
selecting it when it comes up. Please note the manifest being selected must already exist. This field can also be
left blank to create an Unassociated Shipment.
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11 ACE Manifest Search Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The ACE Manifest Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest where the user can look up an ACE Manifest
or group of manifests for the purpose of tracking or to make changes. There are many search options available. By
default the search will display manifests for the last week so that only the most current manifests are displayed. The ACE
eManifest Search Page can be accessed under the ACE eManifests menu by clicking on 'Search ACE eManifests'. It will
also be brought up when the user clicks on 'ACE eManifests' on the top menu bar.
Start New ACE eManifest Button
Used to begin a new manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Start New ACE Manifest Page.

11.1 ACE Manifest Search Section

This section of the page allows the user to search for manifests using a number of different options. By default it will
display manifests with a Date Created Between one week ago and the present day. By altering the search options though
the user can search any manifest ever created on the system, filtering by whatever criteria desired. e.g. the user could
search for all manifests for a particular driver last month, or all manifests ever to cross at the port of Detroit, etc. Another
common use is to simply search for an individual manifest by Trip Number.
Search Button
Used to search for manifests. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this button will
search for matching results and display them in the ACE eManifests Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will set the Date Created Between
back to one week ago and the present day, and will clear all other search options. The manifests created within
the last week will then be displayed in the ACE eManifests Results Section below.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

11.2 ACE eManifests Results Section
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This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the ACE eManifest Search
Section. Each manifest matching the search will be listed with important details including the Trip Number, Current Status,
and attached Shipments. It will also include a 'View' link to allow the user to bring up that manifest's ACE eManifest
Details Page to see further information or to make changes. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons
can be used to view the other pages.
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12 ACE Shipment Search Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.

CBP ACE eManifest Logo
The ACE Shipment Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user can look up an
ACE Shipment or group of shipments for the purpose of tracking or to make changes. There are many search options
available. By default the search will list shipments for the last month so that only the most current shipments are
displayed.
The ACE Shipment Search Page can be accessed under the ACE eManifests menu by clicking on 'Search ACE
Shipments'.
Start New ACE Shipment Button
Used to begin a new shipment. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Start New ACE Shipment Page.
This section of the page allows the user to search for shipments using a number of different options. By default it will
display shipments with a Date Created Between one month ago and the present day. By altering the search options
though the user can search any shipment ever created on the system, filtering by whatever criteria desired. e.g. the user
could search for all shipments of a particular Shipment Type last month. Another common use is to simply search for an
individual shipment by Shipment Control Number.
Search Button
Used to search for shipments. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this button will
search for matching results and display them in the ACE Shipments List Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will set the Date Created Between
back to one month ago and the present day, and will clear all other search options. The shipments created within
the last month will then be displayed in the ACE Shipments List Section below.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

12.1 ACE Shipments List Section
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This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the ACE Shipment Search
Section. Each shipment matching the search will be listed with important details including the Shipment Control Number
and the Trip Number of the manifest it is attached to (if any). It will also include a 'View' link to allow the user to bring up
that shipment's ACE Shipment Details Page to see further information or to make changes. If more than one page of
results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view the other pages.
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13 ACE Commodity Details Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to add commodity info on an ACE eManifest in BorderConnect.
The Commodity Details Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user can review the full set
of information for the commodity of an ACE Shipment, as well as add in the Hazmat information if applicable. The user is
automatically brought to the Commodity Details Page upon using the 'Save' button on the Add/Edit Commodity for ACE
Shipment Page. It can also be accessed by clicking the 'View' link for the commodity from the ACE Shipment Details
Page.

Edit Commodity Button
Used to change information that has been entered for the commodity. Clicking on this button will bring the user to
the Add/Edit Commodity for ACE Shipment Page.
Delete Button
Used to delete the commodity from the ACE Shipment. Clicking on this button will remove the commodity and
bring the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Back to ACE eManifest Button
Returns the user to the ACE Manifest Details Page of the manifest the ACE Shipment is attached to.
Back to Shipment Button
Returns the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Add Hazardous Material Button
Used to add a new hazmat U.N. Code and emergency contact for commodities considered hazardous. If the
same U.N. Code has been used on previous shipments, it should be entered under Quick Assign Hazardous
Material Information instead. Clicking on this button will bring you to a screen where the U.N. Code, emergency
contact name and number/email can be entered. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will add the hazmat information
and return the user to the Commodity Details Page.
Quick Assign Hazardous Material Information
Used to add an existing U.N. Code and emergency contact for commodities considered hazardous. By typing in
the U.N. Code, it should come up to be selected. Clicking on it or pressing enter will add the hazmat information
to the commodity.
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14 Edit Commodity for ACE Shipment Page (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to add commodity info on an ACE eManifest in BorderConnect.
The Add/Edit Commodity for ACE Shipment Page is a page in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software where the user
enters or modifies the commodity information for an ACE Shipment. It is accessed from the ACE Shipment Details Page
by clicking either the 'Create Commodity' button or the 'Edit' link of an existing commodity, or by using the Save and Add
Commodity link on the Start New ACE Shipment Page. Please note the legend located at the bottom of the page, as it
can be used to determine which fields are required to be filled out.

Save Button
Used to save the entered commodity information to the shipment. Can only be used when all of the required fields
have been completed. Clicking the button will save the commodity information to the shipment and bring the user
to the Commodity Details Page.
Cancel Button
Used to cancel entering or editing commodity information. Clicking on this button will disregard any entered or
changed commodity information and return the user to the ACE Shipment Details Page.
Loaded On
Used to indicate where the shipment is physically loaded. This will automatically default to the trailer on the
manifest if there is one, or the truck otherwise. If this is not correct the user can change the selection using the
drop down menu.
Description
Used to provide a description of the goods that make up the shipment. The description must be plain language
and sufficient to identify the cargo for customs purposes. The description can be between 1 and 45 characters.
When the user begins typing the description in the field, the system will check to see if it matches a previously
entered ACE Commodity Description. If so it will come up to be selected, which will automatically set the package
type and weight unit used previously. Otherwise the description will be recorded for the next time.
Quantity
Used to indicate the number and type of packages of the goods that make up the shipment. The number of
packages can be entered in the text field, and must be a whole number. The drop down menu is used to select
the package type from the list. e.g. boxes, barrels
Weight
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Used to indicate the gross weight of the goods that make up the shipment. The weight can be entered in the text
field, and must be a whole number. The drop down menu is used to select the weight unit from the list. e.g.
pounds, kilograms
Marks and Numbers
Optional field. Used to indicate and marks and numbers that identify a shipment or parts of a shipment.
Save and Back to ACE eManifest
Used to save the information that has been entered on the page and return the user to the ACE eManifest Details
Page. Moving the mouse over this link will display additional options as well.
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15 ACE In Bond Sequences (ACE Manifest)
1. REDIRECT ACE In Bond Sequences (ACE Manifest / U.S. In-Bond Manager)
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16 Start New ACI eManifest Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to create an ACI eManifest trip information in BorderConnect.
The Start New ACI eManifest Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software where the user begins a new
manifest. It allows the user to enter the main information for the manifest and save it once finished. The Start New ACI
eManifest Page can be accessed under the ACI eManifests menu by selecting 'Start New ACI eManifest', as well as from
the ACI eManifest Search Page by clicking on the Start New ACI eManifest button. Please note that the legend at the
bottom of the page will indicate which fields are required.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been entered on the page. Can only be used when all of the required fields have
been completed. Clicking on this button will create the new manifest with the data that has been entered, and
bring the user to either the ACI eManifest Details Page or the Start New ACI Shipment Page, depending on
whether Continue to Start New ACI Shipment Form has been checked at the bottom of the page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to start a new ACI eManifest. Clicking on this button will disregard any data entered on the
page and bring the user to the ACI eManifest Search Page.
Clear Button
Used to clear data from all fields on the page. Clicking on this button will make all fields blank.
Trip Number (aka conveyance reference number)
This is a unique number to identify the manifest for CBSA. The trip number always begins with a Canadian
Carrier Code, which can be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed by 4 to 21 characters
(numbers or letters) which can be entered in the text field. The trip number must be unique, and CANNOT be a
PARS Number or other Cargo Control Number. Recommended strategies for making unique trip numbers would
be to use an internal load number, the date, or to start at 0001 and count up.
First Canadian Port of Entry
This is where the driver will be entering Canada. By typing either the city name or the Port Code, it should come
up to be selected. In most cases is also possible to type the name of the city on the American side of the border
to bring up the corresponding Canadian Port of Entry.
Sub Location/Warehouse
Used to indicate the location that in-bond shipments will be bonded to. This field is required for in-bond
shipments, or to allow for failed PARS to move in-bond. As such it is generally recommended that non-bonded
carriers should leave this field blank, and bonded carriers should always complete it. By typing either the name of
the warehouse or the sublocation code, it should come up to be selected.
Estimated Arrival Date
Used to indicate the date the driver is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. It will default to the current date.
To set another date the user can either enter it in the text field using the format mm/dd/yyyy or use the calendar
tool by clicking on the calendar icon. The currently entered date can also be cleared by clicking on the eraser
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icon. Please note that it is not possible to transmit a manifest more than 30 days in advance of arrival.
Estimated Arrival Time
Used to indicate the time of day the driver is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. It will default to the
current time plus two hours. To set it to a different time the drop down menus can be used to set hours, minutes,
and am/pm.
Quick Assign Truck
Used to select the truck for the manifest. Can only be used for existing trucks, it is not possible to enter a new one
here. By typing either the unit number or the license plate of the truck, it should come up to be selected. Although
this field is optional a truck will need to be added to the manifest before it can be transmitted to CBSA, so it is
recommended to enter it here if it is known which truck will be used.
Quick Assign Trailer
Used to select the trailer for the manifest. Can only be used for existing trailers, it is not possible to enter a new
one here. By typing either the unit number or license plate of the trailer it should come up to be selected. In the
case of a double-drop trailer it will only be possible to enter one of the 2 trailers in this field. The other will need to
be added from the ACI eManifest Details Page. Although this field is optional a trailer will need to be added to the
manifest if one is being used, so it is recommended to enter it here if it is known which trailer will be used.
Quick Assign Driver
Used to select which driver should be listed on the manifest. Can only be used for existing drivers, it is not
possible to enter a new one here. Please note that the driver is not currently required in ACI, and will not be
transmitted to CBSA. Entering the driver is optional and for ease of reference only. By typing either first or last
name of the driver they should come up to be selected.
Continue to Start New ACI Shipment Form
Used to skip directly from creating a new manifest to creating a new shipment. Clicking 'Save' with this box
checked will bring the user directly to the Start New ACI Shipment Page instead of passing through the ACI
eManifest Details Page first. Only recommended for users already familiar with the system.
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17 Start New ACI Shipment Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to create an ACI shipment in BorderConnect.
The Start New ACI Shipment Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software where the user begins a new
shipment. It allows the user to enter the main information for the shipment and save it once finished. The Start New ACI
Shipment Page is normally accessed from the ACI eManifest Details Page by clicking the Create New Shipment Button,
or by using the 'Continue to Start New ACI Shipment Form' checkbox on the Start New ACI eManifest Page. In both of
those cases the new shipment will be added to the manifest be default. It is also possible to access the page under the
ACI eManifests menu by selecting 'Start New ACI Shipment', although this will not automatically attach the shipment to a
manifest. Please note that the legend at the bottom of the page will indicate which fields are required.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been entered on the page. Can only be used when all of the required fields have
been completed. Clicking on this button will reveal two options. create the new shipment with the data that has
been entered, and bring the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to start a new ACI Shipment. Clicking on this button will disregard any data entered on the
page and bring the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page or the ACI Shipment Search Page, depending on
whether the shipment was started from a manifest or not.
Clear Button
Used to clear data from all fields on the page. Clicking on this button will make all fields blank.
Attached to Trip Number
Used to indicate which manifest the shipment will be attached to. Will automatically be filled in if the shipment was
started from manifest. Otherwise the manifest can be selected by typing the trip number in the text field and
selecting it when it comes up. Please note the manifest being selected must already exist. This field can also be
left blank to create an Unassociated Shipment.
Loaded On
Used to indicate where the shipment is physically loaded. Will only appear if the shipment has been started from
a manifest. This will automatically default to the container or trailer on the manifest if there is one, or the truck
otherwise. If this is not correct the user can change the selection using the drop down menu.
Shipment Type
Used to indicate the type of Customs clearance for the shipment. It will automatically default to PARS. If this is
not correct the user can select the correct Shipment Type from the list using the drop down menu.
Cargo Control Number
This is a unique number to identify the shipment for CBSA. Regardless of the Shipment Type a unique Cargo
Control Number must be supplied. For PARS shipments this will be the PARS Number. Please note that if the
word 'PARS' is part of the PARS Number it must be included here as well. The Cargo Control Number always
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begins with a Canadian Carrier Code, which can be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed
by at least 4 characters (numbers or letters) which can be entered in the text field. Please note that the Cargo
Control Number CANNOT be the same as a Trip Number.
Importer CSA Business Number
Used to indicate the importer's business number to Customs. Only appears when Shipment Type is CSA. When
the user begins typing the Business Number (or name if one has previously been entered) in the field, the system
will check to see if it matches a previously entered business number. If so it will come up to be selected.
Otherwise the business number will be recorded for next time. The business number must be entered in the
format 999999999RM9999. Stored Business Numbers can also be managed from the ACI CSA Importer Search
Page.
First Canadian Port of Entry
This is where the driver will be entering Canada. If the shipment was started from a manifest this field will default
to the port entered on the manifest. By typing either the city name or the Port Code, it should come up to be
selected. In most cases is also possible to type the name of the city on the American side of the border to bring
up the corresponding Canadian Port of Entry.
Release Office
Used to indicate where the shipment will be Released by CBSA. For all shipment types except In-Bond, this
should be the same as the First Canadian Port of Entry. For In-bond shipments it should be the CBSA Office
responsible for the bonded warehouse the shipment will move in bond to. If the shipment was started from a
manifest this field will default to the port entered on the manifest. If it is blank or incorrect it can be entered by
typing the name of the city or the Port Code and selecting it.
Sub Location
Used to indicate the location that in-bond shipments will be bonded to. This field is required for in-bond
shipments, or to allow for failed PARS to move in-bond. As such it is generally recommended that non-bonded
carriers should leave this field blank, and bonded carriers should always complete it. By typing either the name of
the warehouse or the sublocation code, it should come up to be selected.
Estimated Arrival Date
Used to indicate the date the shipment is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. If the shipment was started
from a manifest it will default to match the manifest's date, otherwise it will default to the current date. To set
another date the user can either enter it in the text field using the format mm/dd/yyyy or use the calendar tool by
clicking on the calendar icon. The currently entered date can also be cleared by clicking on the eraser icon.
Please note that it is not possible to transmit a shipment more than 30 days in advance of arrival.
Estimated Arrival Time
Used to indicate the time the shipment is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. If the shipment was started
from a manifest it will default to match the manifest's time, otherwise it will default to the current time plus two
hours. To set it to a different time the drop down menus can be used to set hours, minutes, and am/pm.
City of Loading
Used to indicate the city the goods were shipped from. Should match the city listed under the Shipper's address
on the paperwork. By typing the name of the city it should come up to be selected. Otherwise it can be entered by
typing the complete city name and state code separated by a comma.
City of Acceptance
Used to indicate the city where the goods began a continuous journey to Canada. Must only be completed if the
goods where taken over at a different location than the Shipper's address. e.g. the goods were picked up at a
terminal instead of at the Shipper's facility. Otherwise, this field must be left blank. By typing the name of the city it
should come up to be selected. Otherwise it can be entered by typing the complete city name and state code
separated by a comma.

17.1 Uncommon Data Elements
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A list of uncommon data elements found on the Start New ACI eManifest page.
Uncommon data elements can be found on the Start New ACI Shipment page. It allows the user to enter additional
shipment details that are not usually common on most ACI shipments, such as a Consolidated Freight Indicator, a Unique
Consignment Reference Number, an In-Transit Indicator as well as entering any Special Instructions for the ACI
shipment. The Uncommon Data Elements are hidden by default. To reveal the Uncommon Data Element fields, click the
Show All Fields on the top right of the page.

17.1.1 How to reveal uncommon data elements

Once the uncommon data elements are revealed, the user will have additional ACI shipment details.
Consolidated Freight
Optional field, should only be completed to indicate to CBSA that freight forwarder house bills will follow this
shipment. Consolidated freight is a number of separate shipments grouped together by a consolidator or freight
forwarder and shipped under one cargo control document, in which case CBSA would expect deconsolidated
details on house bills after the shipment has moved in bond.

In Transit
Optional field, indicated that cargo is being shipped to another country, through Canada on to a foreign
destination by air or sea. An in-transit shipment is processed with an in-transit manifest. The shipment indicator
for an in-transit is different from a typical ACI in-transit cargo exemption, where it's usually a highway-based
in-transit move through Canada and back into the U.S.

Unique Consignment Reference Number
Optional field, normally left blank. Used to assign a unique number to the shipment. Not currently recommended
to be completed.

Special Instructions
Optional field, should only be completed to provide special instructions for CBSA processing. e.g. overages and
shortages. Otherwise should be left blank.
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18 ACI eManifest Details Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.

ACI eManifest details page.
The ACI eManifest Details Page is the main page of the manifest in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software. It gives a
complete overview of all the information on the manifest, as well as the ability to make changes to the manifest and to
transmit it to CBSA. This page should be referred back to whenever there is a need to review information on the manifest,
to verify the current status of the manifest, or to make changes to the manifest.
The ACI eManifest Details Page can be accessed in the following ways:
• This page will come up automatically upon saving a new ACI eManifest. (provided the 'Save and Start New
Shipment' option is not selected)
• By using the 'Back to ACI eManifest' button on the ACI Shipment Details Page of a shipment that is attached to
the manifest.
• By using the 'Back to ACI eManifest' link that is created to allow easy return to the most recently viewed manifest.
• From the ACI eManifest Search Page by clicking 'View' on the ACI eManifest search result.
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18.1 Main Function Buttons

The main function buttons are located near the top of the page. They allow access to some of the most important
functions on the manifest, most of which would commonly by used only when the manifest has been completed.
Edit Button
Used to change the Trip Number, First Canadian Port of Entry, Sub Location/Warehouse, or ETA of the manifest.
It brings the user to the Edit ACI eManifest Page to allow these changes to be made. Upon making the changes
and clicking 'Save' the user is returned back to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Export Button
Used to export and download eManifest data in a .JSON format, which includes all details about the trip and
shipment. Selecting the JSON option will download a .json file of all eManifest data. Selecting JSON (with history)
will download a .json file with all eManifest data including timestamps of when eManifest and shipment data were
submitted or responses were received.
Print Button
Used to generate an ACI eManifest Driver's Copy in pdf format. Moving the mouse over this button displays the
choice between the Standard Driver's Copy and the Detailed Driver's Copy. Either can be selected depending on
user preference. Once the selection is made, the driver's copy will open on the user's computer.
Fax Button
Used to send an ACI eManifest Driver's Copy via fax. Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice
between faxing the Standard Driver's Copy and the Detailed Driver's Copy. Once the selection is made the user
will be prompted to enter the fax number to send the copy to, as well as given the option to include a subject that
will appear in the header of the fax. Once these are entered, clicking 'Send' will send the fax and return the user
to the ACI eManifest Details Page. Please note that the area code is always required regardless of where the fax
is being sent.
Email Button
Used to send an ACI eManifest Driver's Copy via email. Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice
between emailing the Standard Driver's Copy and the Detailed Driver's Copy. Once the selection is made the
user will be prompted to enter the email address to send the copy to, as well as given the option to include a
subject and email body. The user can also change the 'From' email address if desired. Once these are entered,
clicking 'Send' will send the email with the driver's copy as a pdf attachment, and return the user to the ACI
eManifest Details Page.
Send to CBSA Button
Used to transmit ACI eManifest data to CBSA. Moving the mouse over this button displays the following choices:
◊ Send Trip and Shipments: Transmits the manifest and all attached shipments to CBSA. Should only be
used for a manifest not currently on file with CBSA. ie a draft or cancelled manifest.
◊ Change Trip and Shipments: Transmits a change request for the manifest and all attached shipments to
CBSA. Used when a manifest that is already on file needs to be updated, or in correcting a rejected
manifest. Can only be used prior to manifest being arrived by CBSA. after that, an amend is required
instead.
◊ Amend Trip and Shipments (Use After Arrival): Transmits an amend request for the manifest and all
attached shipments to CBSA. Used when a manifest that is arrived at the border needs to be updated.
Can only be used once the manifest is arrived by CBSA. Before that, a change request is required
instead. All amendment requests will the require the user to specify the reason for the amendment.
◊ Cancel Trip and Shipments: Transmits a request to cancel the manifest and all attached shipments to
CBSA. Used when a manifest that is already on file needs to be cancelled in order to allow changes to
the trip number or cargo control numbers, or simply because the freight is no longer expected to cross the
border.
◊ Send Trip Only (Shipments already on file or empty): Transmits the manifest to CBSA. used when there
are no shipments on the manifest, or when the attached shipments are already on file with CBSA.
◊ Change Trip Only (Shipments will not be changed. If adding shipment, it must be on file): Transmits a
change request for the manifest. Used when the changes that need to be processed are on the manifest
portion only, when adding or removing a shipment from a manifest, or in correcting a rejected manifest.
Can only be used prior to manifest being arrived by CBSA. After that, an amend is required instead.
◊ Amend Trip Only (Shipments will not be amended): Transmits an amend request for the manifest. Used
when a manifest that is arrived at the border needs to be updated with changes to the manifest portion
only. Can only be used once the manifest is arrived by CBSA. Before that, a change request is required
instead. All amendment requests will the require the user to specify the reason for the amendment.
◊ Cancel Trip Only: Transmits a request to cancel the manifest to CBSA. Used when a manifset that is
already on file needs to be cancelled in order to allow changes to the trip number, or simply because the
freight is no longer expected to cross the border.
Once the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the transmission, and the request will be sent to
CBSA. If there were any errors on the manifest to prevent the transmission, the user would be notified at this
time.
Set Status Button
Used to correct the Current Status of the manifest when it is believed to be incorrect. Because the system
updates the Current Status automatically based on CBSA responses, this feature should seldom if ever be used.
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Please note the Set Status Button cannot be used to make changes to a manifest in the CBSA system. eg.
setting the status to Cancelled will not cancel a manifest with CBSA. A cancel request would be used instead.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice between all available statuses for an ACI eManifest. Once
the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the selection, and the Current Status will be updated.
Track Button
Used to keep track of a manifest via email and system notification. When tracking a manifest, the user will receive
an email every time there is a new CBSA response for that manifest, including arrival and release responses.
There will also be a link to that manifest displayed just under the menu bar to allow the user easy access to return
to the manifest, and this link will show 3 red exclamation marks when the manifest has received a new response.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice between tracking the manifest and tracking the manifest
with a note. Tracking with a note will allow the user to enter a comment intended to help the user remember why
the manifest is being tracked. Once the manifest is tracked the user can stop tracking it using this same button,
and selecting untrack eManifest.

18.2 Details / History Window

The Details/History Window is located directly under the Main Function Buttons. It is designed to give the user information
about the status of the manifest. It is divided into two sections:
Details
Displays information about the manifest including the Trip Number, Port of Entry, Estimated Arrival Date,
Sublocation/Warehouse, Current Status, when the manifest was created and the user that created it, and when
the manifest was last edited and the user that edited it.
History
Displays a complete history for the manifest and all attached shipments, including when the manifest and
shipments were started, major changes that were made, what was sent to CBSA, and CBSA responses. Together
with Current Status, this section is crucial to understanding the state of the manifest. The History Section is the
only place where the user can:
◊ Determine if the One Hour Prior Notice Requirement has been met. The hour begins once CBSA has
accepted both the ACI eManifest and the customs broker's entry for the PARS shipments on the
manifest. The user can determine when the manifest was accepted by looking in the history for the CBSA
Response accepting the manifest. Please note that if the manifest was cancelled and resubmitted, or if it
was changed, only the most recent accept message will apply to the hour notification requirement.
◊ See a CBSA Reject. When Customs rejects a manifest the reason for the reject will be displayed here,
allowing the user to determine what action needs to be taken to correct it.
◊ See when the truck arrived at the border. A message will be received when the truck arrives at the border
regardless of whether it is released immediately or held for inspection.
◊ Track changes made to the manifest. While other areas of the system will display current information, the
history will record major changes made to the manifest, which could be crucial to understanding its
progression.
For ease of reading similar status messages that occur simultaneously will be grouped together, but the user can
see the full set of messages by clicking 'Detailed' under 'Change View'. The user also has the option to only view
the history/status messages for the manifest or for individual shipments on the manifest by using the drop down
menu under 'Filter View', though in most case the default 'View All' is the most useful selection.
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18.3 Truck Section

The Truck Section is located directly below the Details/History Window. It displays which truck is currently listed on the
manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is mandatory to report the truck information
on an ACI eManifest.
Add Truck Button
Generally not recommended as Quick Assign Truck is faster and easier to use. Used to select which truck should
be listed on the manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a screen where the truck selection can be
made, as well as the option to set a Cargo Exemption or add Seal Numbers. Once the truck is selected clicking
'Save' will assign the truck and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page. The Add Truck Button only
appears when there is no truck assigned to the manifest.
Quick Assign Truck
Used to select which truck should be listed on the manifest. Can only be used for existing trucks, it is not possible
to enter a new one here. By typing either the unit number or the license plate of the truck into the text box, the
truck will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will assign it to the manifest. The Quick
Assign Truck option will only appear when there is no truck assigned to the manifest.
Remove Truck from eManifest Button
Used to remove the current truck from the manifest. If this option is used any seal numbers currently listed on the
truck will also be removed from the manifest.
Set Cargo Exemption Button
Used to indicate that there is Exempt Cargo loaded on the truck. Moving the mouse over this button displays the
choice between LVS, Flying Truck, IIT and Mail. For any of these shipment types no shipment is required to be
reported on the manifest, but the Cargo Exemption must be set here to indicate that it is aboard. Once the
selection is made the Cargo Exemption will be set on the truck. It can be removed again by clicking the 'Remove
Cargo Exemption Code' link that will be displayed afterward. Please note that if there is a trailer on the manifest
the Cargo Exemption should be set there instead.
View
Used to display more information about the truck listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a details page
which lists options to change the truck listed on the manifest, remove the truck from the manifest, edit or view the
Truck Profile, create seal numbers, or return to the manifest.
Change
Used to change the truck currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the truck
selection can be made, as well as the option to set a Cargo Exemption or add Seal Numbers. Once the selections
have been made clicking 'Save' will change the truck and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Please note that it may be easier to Remove the truck and Quick Assign a new one rather than using this
function.
Remove
Used to remove the current truck from the manifest. If this option is used any seal numbers currently listed on the
truck will also be removed from the manifest.
Add Seal
Used to add a Seal Number to the truck. It will bring the user to a separate screen to enter the Seal Number.
Once it has been entered, clicking 'Save' will add the seal to the truck and bring the user to a screen where
additional seals may be entered by clicking 'Create Seal Numbers'. The user can return to the ACI eManifest
Details Page by clicking 'Back to ACI eManifest'. Please note that if there is a trailer on the manifest the Seal
Numbers should be listed there instead.
Validation Warnings
If the Truck Profile is not fully set up to allow the truck to be used on an ACI eManifest, a validation warning will
be listed on the Truck Section in red lettering next to a yellow caution sign. If this occurs the user should correct
the Truck Profile before returning to the manifest.

18.4 Trailer Section
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The Trailer Section is located directly below the Truck Section. It displays a list of trailers currently assigned to the
manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is mandatory to report the trailer information
on an ACI eManifest if a trailer is being used.
Add Trailer Button
Generally not recommended as Quick Assign Trailer is faster and easier to use. Used to add a trailer to the
manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple trailers. (eg. double-drop trailers) Clicking on this button will
bring the user to a screen where the trailer selection can be made, as well as the option to set a Cargo Exemption
or add Seal Numbers. Once the trailer is selected clicking 'Save' will assign the trailer and return the user to the
ACI eManifest Details Page.
Quick Assign Trailer
Used to add a trailer to the manifest. Can only be used for existing trailers, it is not possible to enter a new one
here. Can be used multiple times to indicate multiple trailers. (eg. double-drop trailers) By typing either the unit
number or the license plate of the trailer into the text box, the trailer will come up for the user to select. Clicking on
it or pressing enter will assign it to the manifest.
Set Cargo Exemption Button
Used to indicate that there is Exempt Cargo loaded on the trailer(s). Moving the mouse over this button displays
the choice between LVS, Flying Truck, IIT and Mail. For any of these shipment types no shipment is required to
be reported on the manifest, but the Cargo Exemption must be set here to indicate that it is aboard. Once the
selection is made the Cargo Exemption will be set on the trailer(s). It can be removed again by clicking the
'Remove Cargo Exemption Code' link that will be displayed afterward.
View
Used to display more information about the trailer listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a details page
which lists options to change the trailer listed on the manifest, remove the trailer from the manifest, edit or view
the Trailer Profile, create seal numbers, or return to the manifest.
Change
Used to change a trailer currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the trailer
selection can be made, as well as the option to set a Cargo Exemption or add Seal Numbers. Once the selections
have been made clicking 'Save' will change the trailer and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Please note that it may be easier to Remove the trailer and Quick Assign a new one rather than using this
function.
Remove
Used to remove a trailer from the manifest.
Add Seal
Used to add a Seal Number to the trailer. It will bring the user to a separate screen to enter the Seal Number.
Once it has been entered, clicking 'Save' will add the seal to the trailer and bring the user to a screen where
additional seals may be entered by clicking 'Create Seal Numbers'. The user can return to the ACI eManifest
Details Page by clicking 'Back to ACI eManifest'.

18.5 Driver / Passenger Section

The Driver/Passenger Section is located directly below the Trailer Section. It displays a list of drivers and passengers
currently assigned to the manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is currently optional
to list drivers and passengers on your manifest. This information will not be transmitted to CBSA, the option in included for
user reference only.
Assign Driver to ACI eManifest Button
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Generally not recommended as Quick Assign Driver is faster and easier to use. Used to add a driver to the
manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple drivers. (eg. team drivers) Clicking on this button will bring
the user to a screen where the driver selection can be made. Once the driver is selected clicking 'Save' will assign
the driver and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Assign Passenger Button
Used to add a passenger to the manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple passengers. Clicking on this
button will bring the user to a screen where the passenger selection can be made. Additionally, if the Passenger
Profile has not yet been created the user can create it from this screen by clicking 'Create New Passenger'. Once
the passenger is selected clicking 'Save' will assign the passenger and return the user to the ACI eManifest
Details Page.
Quick Assign Driver
Used to add a driver to the manifest. Can only be used for existing drivers, it is not possible to enter a new one
here. Can be used multiple times to add multiple drivers. (eg. team drivers) By typing either the name or driver
number into the text box, the driver will come up for the user to select. Clicking on the selected driver or pressing
enter will assign the driver to the manifest.
View
Used to display more information about the driver or passenger listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to the
Driver Details Page or Passenger Details Page.
Change
Used to change a driver or passenger currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the
driver or passenger selection can be made. Once the selection has been made clicking 'Save' will change the
driver or passenger and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page. Please note that it may be easier to
Remove the driver or passenger and Quick Assign a new one rather than using this function.
Remove
Used to remove a driver or passenger from the manifest.

18.6 Shipment Section

The Shipment Section is located directly below the Driver/Passenger Section. It displays a list of shipments currently
attached to the manifest and gives the user a detailed oversight and control of that list, including options to add or remove
shipments, and access existing shipments for editing. Please note that it is mandatory to report all shipments aboard on
one ACI eManifest.
Create New Shipment Button
Used to add a shipment to the manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Start New ACI Shipment
Page. Creating a shipment using this function will automatically attach the shipment to the manifest. This option
should only be used when the shipment has not yet been created in BorderConnect. For a shipment that is
already created Quick Assign Shipment should be used instead.
Send to CBSA Button
Used to transmit ACI Shipment data to CBSA. Please note that normally the 'Send to CBSA' in the Main Function
Buttons (top of the page) should be used instead as it allows all Trip and Shipment data to be sent at once.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the following choices:
◊ Send All Shipment Requests: Transmits all attached shipments to CBSA. Should only be used for
shipments not currently on file with CBSA. ie a draft or cancelled shipment.
◊ Send All Shipment Change Requests: Transmits a change request for all attached shipments to CBSA.
Used when shipments that are already on file need to be updated, or in correcting rejected shipments.
Can only be used prior to manifest being arrived by CBSA. after that, an amend is required instead.
◊ Send All Shipment Amend Requests: Transmits an amend request for all attached shipments to CBSA.
Used when shipments on an arrived manifest need to be updated. Can only be used once the manifest is
arrived by CBSA. Before that, a change request is required instead. All amendment requests will the
require the user to specify the reason for the amendment.
◊ Send All Shipment Cancel Requests: Transmits a request to cancel all attached shipments to CBSA.
Used when shipments that are already on file need to be cancelled in order to allow changes to the cargo
control numbers, or simply because the freight is no longer expected to cross the border. Please note that
if the manifest is on file with CBSA it will not be possible to cancel the shipments only.
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Once the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the transmission, and the request will be sent to
CBSA. If there were any errors on the manifest to prevent the transmission, the user would be notified at this
time.
Set Shipment Status Button
Used to correct the Current Status of all the shipments on the manifest when one or more are believed to be
incorrect. Because the system updates the Current Status automatically based on CBSA responses, this feature
should seldom if ever be used. Please note the Set Status Button cannot be used to make changes to a shipment
in the CBSA system. eg. setting the status to Cancelled will not cancel the shipments with CBSA. A cancel
request would be used instead.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice between all available statuses for an ACI Shipment. Once
the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the selection, and the Current Status will be updated for all
shipments on the manifest.
Quick Assign Shipment
Used to attach an Unassociated Shipment to the manifest. By typing the Cargo Control Number of the shipment
to be attached into the text box it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on the selected shipment or pressing
enter will assign it to the manifest. This option can only be used when the shipment has already been created and
is not currently attached a manifest.
View
Used to review or edit a shipment on the manifest. It will bring the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Detach
Used to remove a shipment from the manifest. The removed shipment will remain in BorderConnect as an
Unassociated Shipment, which will allow it to be reassigned to a manifest later.

18.7 Container Section

The Container Section is located directly below the Shipment Section near the bottom of the page. It displays a list of
Containers currently assigned to the manifest and allows the user several options to change it. Please note that it is
mandatory to report the container information on an ACI eManifest if containers are being used.
Add Container Button
Used to add a container to the manifest. Can be used multiple times to add multiple containers. Clicking on this
button will bring the user to a screen where the Container Number can be entered, as well as the option to set a
Cargo Exemption or add Seal Numbers. Once the container is entered clicking 'Save' will add the contaier and
return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Set Cargo Exemption Button
Used to indicate that there is Exempt Cargo loaded on the container(s). Moving the mouse over this button
displays the choice between LVS, Flying Truck, IIT and Mail. For any of these shipment types no shipment is
required to be reported on the manifest, but the Cargo Exemption must be set here to indicate that it is aboard.
Once the selection is made the Cargo Exemption will be set on the container(s). It can be removed again by
clicking the 'Remove Cargo Exemption Code' link that will be displayed afterward.
Edit
Used to change a container currently listed on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the Container
Number can be changed, as well as the option to set a Cargo Exemption or add Seal Numbers. Once the
selections have been made clicking 'Save' will change the container and return the user to the ACI eManifest
Details Page.
Remove
Used to remove a container from the manifest.
Add Seal
Used to add a Seal Number to the container. It will bring the user to a separate screen to enter the Seal Number.
Once it has been entered, clicking 'Save' will add the seal to the container and return the user to the ACI
eManifest Details Page.

18.8 Comment Section
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The Comment Section is located directly below the Container Section at the very bottom of the page. It allows the user to
add and view comments about the ACI eManifest. These comments are not transmitted to CBSA; their purpose is for user
reference only. It is highly recommended to add comments to the manifest to record anything out of the ordinary as it is
an excellent way to communicate the situation to other users and to retain information for audit purposes.
Add Comment Button
Used to add a comment to the manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a screen where the comment
can by typed. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will add the comment to the manifest and return the user to the ACI
eManifest Details Page.
Edit
Used to edit an existing comment on the manifest. It will bring the user to a screen where the comment can be
edited. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will update the comment and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details
Page.
Delete
Used to remove a comment from the manifest.
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19 ACI Shipment Details Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.

ACI Shipment Details page.
The ACI Shipment Details Page is the main page of an ACI Shipment in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software. It gives
a complete overview of all the information for the shipment, as well as the ability to make changes and transmit it to
CBSA.
The ACI Shipment Details Page can be accessed in the following ways:
• This page will come up automatically upon clicking the Save Button on the Start New ACI Shipment Page.
• By using the 'Back to ACI Shipment' link that is created to allow easy return to the most recently viewed shipment.
• From the ACI Shipment Search Page by clicking 'View' on the ACI Shipment search result.

19.1 Main Function Buttons

The Main Function Buttons are located near the top of the page. They allow the user to alter main information for the
shipment.
Edit Button
Brings the user to the Edit ACI Shipment Page. This allows the user to change the Cargo Control Number, Ports
of Entry and Release, and the ETA, among other options. Once the changes are made, clicking 'Save' will return
the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Detach Button
Used to remove the shipment from the manifest it is attached to. The shipment will remain in BorderConnect as
an Unassociated Shipment, which will allow it to be reassigned to a manifest later. This button only appears when
the shipment is attached to a manifest.
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Export Button
Selecting JSON will download a .json file with all of your shipment data in that format.
Send to CBSA Button
Used to transmit ACI Shipment data to CBSA. Please note that normally the 'Send to CBSA' on the ACI eManifest
Details Page should be used instead as it allows all Trip and Shipment data for the manifest to be sent at once.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the following choices:
◊ Send New Shipment Request: Transmits the shipment to CBSA. Should only be used when the shipment
is not currently on file with CBSA. ie a draft or cancelled shipment.
◊ Send Change Shipment Request: Transmits a change request for the shipment to CBSA. Used when the
shipment is already on file and needs to be updated, or in correcting a rejected shipment. Can only be
used prior to manifest being arrived by CBSA. after that, an amend is required instead.
◊ Send Amendment to Shipment Request: Transmits an amend request for the shipment to CBSA. Used
when the shipment is on an arrived manifest and needs to be updated. Can only be used once the
manifest is arrived by CBSA. Before that, a change request is required instead. All amendment requests
will the require the user to specify the reason for the amendment.
◊ Send Cancel/Delete Request: Transmits a request to cancel the shipment to CBSA. Used the shipment is
already on file and needs to be cancelled in order to allow changes to the cargo control number, or simply
because the freight is no longer expected to cross the border. Please note that if the shipment is attached
to a manifest that is also is on file with CBSA it will not be possible to cancel the shipment only, a cancel
will need to be sent for the manifest as well.
Once the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the transmission, and the request will be sent to
CBSA. If there were any errors on the manifest to prevent the transmission, the user would be notified at this
time.
Set Status Button
Used to correct the Current Status of the shipment when it is believed to be incorrect. Because the system
updates the Current Status automatically based on CBSA responses, this feature should seldom if ever be used.
Please note the Set Status Button cannot be used to make changes to a shipment in the CBSA system. eg.
setting the status to Cancelled will not cancel a shipment with CBSA. A cancel request would be used instead.
Moving the mouse over this button displays the choice between all available statuses for an ACI eManifest. Once
the selection is made the user will be asked to confirm the selection, and the Current Status will be updated.
Back to ACI eManifest Button
Used to return to the ACI eManifest Details Page of the manifest that the shipment is attached to. Typically used
when the user has finished entering all the information for the shipment. Will only appear if the shipment is
attached to a manifest.
Change Trip / Add Trip
Used to select which manifest the shipment is attached to. Will be displayed as Change Trip if the shipment is
already attached to a manifest, or as Add Trip if the shipment is Unassociated. By typing the trip number of the
desired manifest it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will attach the shipment to
the selected manifest.
Please note that in order to select it, the desired manifest must already exist in BorderConnect. If the manifest still
needs to be created it should first be done from the Start New ACI eManifest Page. If the manifest already exists
but the trip number needs to be edited that should be done from the Edit ACI eManifest Page. This field cannot
be used to create new manifests or change the trip numbers of existing manifests.

19.2 Details / History Window
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The Details/History Window is located directly under the Main Function Buttons. It is designed to give the user information
about the status of the shipment. It is divided into two sections:
Details
Displays information about the shipment including the Cargo Number, Port of Arrival and Release Office,
Estimated Arrival Date, Sublocation/Warehouse, RNS Messages associated with the shipment, Current Status
and Associated Trip among other details.
History
Displays a complete history for the shipment, including when the shipment was started, major changes that were
made, what was sent to CBSA, and CBSA responses. Together with Current Status, this section is crucial to
understanding the state of the shipment.

19.3 Shipper, Consignee and Contacts Section
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The Shipper, Consignee and Contacts Section is located directed below the Details/History Section. It allows the user to
add a Shipper and Consignee to the shipment, and a 3rd Party if applicable. It can also be used to change or edit a
Shipper, Consignee, or 3rd Party.
Create Shipper Button
Used to add a Shipper to the shipment. Should only be used if the Shipper has not be entered in BorderConnect
before, otherwise Quick Assign Shipper should be used. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Add New
Shipper for ACI Shipment Page to enter the Shipper's name and address. Only the fields marked as required
need to be completed. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the Shipper to the manifest and return the user to
the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Create Consignee Button
Used to add a Consignee to the shipment. Should only be used if the Consignee has not be entered in
BorderConnect before, otherwise Quick Assign Consignee should be used. Clicking on this button will bring the
user to the Add New Consignee for ACI Shipment Page to enter the Consignee's name and address. Only the
fields marked as required need to be completed. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the Consignee to the
manifest and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Add 3rd Party Button
Used to add either a Delivery Destination or Notify Party to the shipment. Moving the mouse over this button will
allow the user to select between Delivery Destination and Notify Party, and bring the user to separate screen to
enter the 3rd Party's name and address. Only the fields marked as required need to be completed. Once entered,
clicking 'Save' will add the 3rd Party to the manifest and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Quick Assign Shipper
Used to assign a Shipper to the shipment. Can only be used if the Shipper has already been entered in
BorderConnect, otherwise the Assign Shipper Button must be used. By typing either the name or address of the
Shipper it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will assign the Shipper to the
shipment. Quick Assign Shipper will only be displayed when there is no Shipper on the shipment.
Quick Assign Consignee
Used to assign a Consignee to the shipment. Can only be used if the Consignee has already been entered in
BorderConnect, otherwise the Assign Consigee Button must be used. By typing either the name or address of the
Consignee it will come up for the user to select. Clicking on it or pressing enter will assign the Consignee to the
shipment. Quick Assign Consignee will only be displayed when there is a Shipper but no Consignee on the
shipment.
Edit
Used to edit the name or address of a Shipper, Consignee or 3rd Party. Should only be used to change an
incorrect name or address; to change to a completely different Shipper, Consignee or 3rd Party the user should
first use Remove from Shipment and then add the new one in. Clicking Edit will bring the user to a separate
screen where the changes can be made. Once finished, clicking 'Save' will update the Shipper, Consignee or 3rd
Party and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Remove from Shipment
Used to remove a Shipper, Consignee or 3rd Party from the shipment.

19.4 Commodity Section
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The Commodity Section is located at the bottom of the page directly below the Shipper, Consignee and Contacts Section.
It allows the user to review and manage the commodity information for the shipment.
Create Commodity Button
Used to add a commodity to the shipment. Clicking this button brings the user to the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI
Shipment Page to enter the commodity information. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the commodity to the
shipment and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Edit
Used to edit the information on an existing commodity. Clicking Edit will bring the user to the Add/Edit Commodity
for ACI Shipment Page to allow the changes to be made. Once finsihed, clicking 'Save' will update the commodity
and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Delete
Used to remove a commodity from the shipment.
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20 Edit ACI eManifest Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The Edit ACI eManifest Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software allows the user to update the main
information for the manifest. It can be accessed by clicking the Edit Button on the ACI eManifest Details Page.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been updated on the page. Clicking on this button will update the manifest with
the data that has been entered, and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to edit the ACI eManifest. Clicking on this button will disregard any data updated on the page
and return the user to the ACI eManifest Details Page.
Clear Button
Used to clear data from all fields on the page. Clicking on this button will make all fields blank.
Trip Number (aka conveyance reference number)
This is a unique number to identify the manifest for CBSA. The trip number always begins with a Canadian
Carrier Code, which can be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed by 4 to 21 characters
(numbers or letters) which can be entered in the text field. The trip number must be unique, and CANNOT be a
PARS Number or other Cargo Control Number. Recommended strategies for making unique trip numbers would
be to use an internal load number, the date, or to start at 0001 and count up.
First Canadian Port of Entry
This is where the driver will be entering Canada. By typing either the city name or the Port Code, it should come
up to be selected. In most cases is also possible to type the name of the city on the American side of the border
to bring up the corresponding Canadian Port of Entry.
Sub Location/Warehouse
Used to indicate the location that in-bond shipments will be bonded to. This field is required for in-bond
shipments, or to allow for failed PARS to move in-bond. As such it is generally recommended that non-bonded
carriers should leave this field blank, and bonded carriers should always complete it. By typing either the name of
the warehouse or the sublocation code, it should come up to be selected.
Estimated Arrival Date
Used to indicate the date the driver is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. To set another date the user can
either enter it in the text field using the format mm/dd/yyyy or use the calendar tool by clicking on the calendar
icon. The currently entered date can also be cleared by clicking on the eraser icon. Please note that it is not
possible to transmit a manifest more than 30 days in advance of arrival.
Estimated Arrival Time
Used to indicate the time of day the driver is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. To set it to a different
time the drop down menus can be used to set hours, minutes, and am/pm.
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21 Edit ACI Shipment Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The Edit ACI Shipment Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software allows the user to update the main
information for the shipment. It can be accessed from the ACI Shipment Details Page by clicking the Edit Button. Please
note that the legend at the bottom of the page will indicate which fields are required.

Save Button
Used to save the data that has been updated on the page. Clicking on this button will update the shipment with
the data that has been entered, and bring the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Cancel Button
Cancels the attempt to edit the ACI Shipment. Clicking on this button will disregard any data changed on the page
and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Clear Button
Used to clear data from all fields on the page. Clicking on this button will make all fields blank.
Attached to Trip Number
Used to indicate which manifest the shipment will be attached to. The manifest can be selected by typing the trip
number in the text field and selecting it when it comes up. Please note the manifest being selected must already
exist. This field can also be left or made blank for an Unassociated Shipment.
Loaded On
Used to indicate where the shipment is physically loaded. Will only appear if the shipment is currently attached to
a manifest. The user can change the selection using the drop down menu.
Shipment Type
Used to indicate the type of Customs clearance for the shipment. The user can change the Shipment Type using
the drop down menu.
Cargo Control Number
This is a unique number to identify the shipment for CBSA. Regardless of the Shipment Type a unique Cargo
Control Number must be supplied. For PARS shipments this will be the PARS Number. Please note that if the
word 'PARS' is part of the PARS Number it must be included here as well. The Cargo Control Number always
begins with a Canadian Carrier Code, which can be selected using the drop down menu. This must be followed
by at least 4 characters (numbers or letters). Please note that the Cargo Control Number CANNOT be the same
as a Trip Number.
Importer CSA Business Number
Used to indicate the importer's business number to Customs. Only appears when Shipment Type is CSA. When
the user begins typing the Business Number (or name if one has previously been entered) in the field, the system
will check to see if it matches a previously entered business number. If so it will come up to be selected.
Otherwise the business number will be recorded for next time. The business number must be entered in the
format 999999999RM9999. Stored Business Numbers can also be managed from the ACI CSA Importer Search
Page.
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First Canadian Port of Entry
This is where the driver will be entering Canada. By typing either the city name or the Port Code, it should come
up to be selected. In most cases is also possible to type the name of the city on the American side of the border
to bring up the corresponding Canadian Port of Entry.
Release Office
Used to indicate where the shipment will be Released by CBSA. For all shipment types except In-Bond, this
should be the same as the First Canadian Port of Entry. For In-bond shipments it should be the CBSA Office
responsible for the bonded warehouse the shipment will move in bond to. It can be entered by typing the name of
the city or the Port Code and selecting it.
Sub Location
Used to indicate the location that in-bond shipments will be bonded to. This field is required for in-bond
shipments, or to allow for failed PARS to move in-bond. As such it is generally recommended that non-bonded
carriers should leave this field blank, and bonded carriers should always complete it. By typing either the name of
the warehouse or the sublocation code, it should come up to be selected.
Estimated Arrival Date
Used to indicate the date the shipment is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. To set another date the user
can either enter it in the text field using the format mm/dd/yyyy or use the calendar tool by clicking on the
calendar icon. The currently entered date can also be cleared by clicking on the eraser icon. Please note that it is
not possible to transmit a shipment more than 30 days in advance of arrival.
Estimated Arrival Time
Used to indicate the time the shipment is expected to arrive at the Canadian border. To set it to a different time
the drop down menus can be used to set hours, minutes, and am/pm.
City of Loading
Used to indicate the city the goods were shipped from. Should match the city listed under the Shipper's address
on the paperwork. By typing the name of the city it should come up to be selected. Otherwise it can be entered by
typing the complete city name and state code separated by a comma.
City of Acceptance
Used to indicate the city where the goods began a continuous journey to Canada. Must only be completed if the
goods where taken over at a different location than the Shipper's address. e.g. the goods were picked up at a
terminal instead of at the Shipper's facility. Otherwise, this field must be left blank. By typing the name of the city it
should come up to be selected. Otherwise it can be entered by typing the complete city name and state code
separated by a comma.
Special Instructions
Optional field, should only be completed to provide special instructions for CBSA processing. e.g. overages and
shortages. Otherwise should be left blank.
Unique Consignment Reference Number
Optional field, normally left blank. Used to assign a unique number to the shipment. Not currently recommended
to be completed.
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22 ACI Commodity Description Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The ACI Commodity Description Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software allows the user
access to the Commodity Descriptions used by the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page. Because all new
commodity descriptions entered on an ACI Shipment are recorded, it is normal to accumulate some errors. e.g. typos.
This page allows the user to remove undesired commodity descriptions and correct errors. It can be accessed from the
ACI eManifests menu by clicking 'Commodity Descriptions.'

New Commodity Description Button
Used to add a new Commodity Description. Although normally commodity descriptions are simply entered from
the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page as the user is entering an ACI Shipment, which is generally more
efficient. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a separate page (shown below) where the Description,
Default Package Type, and Default Weight Unit can be entered. Once entered clicking 'Save' will add the
Commodity Description and return the user to the ACI Commodity Description Search Page.
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22.1 Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for Commodity Descriptions by Description and Package Type. By
default it will display all Commodity Descriptions.
Search Button
Used to search for Commodity Descriptions. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this
button will search for matching results and display them in the Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will clear all search options and
display all Commodity Descriptions.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

22.2 Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the Search Section. Each result
will include an 'Edit' and 'Delete' link. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view
the other pages.
Edit
Used to edit a Commodity Description. Especially useful in the case of typos. Clicking on this link will bring the
user to a separate page page where the changes can be made. Clicking 'Save' from there will update that
Commodity Description and return the user to the ACI Commodity Description Search Page.
Delete
Used to delete a Commodity Description. Useful in the case of duplicate descriptions having been entered.
Clicking on this link will remove the Commodity Description from the system.
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23 ACI eManifest Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.

The ACI eManifest Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software is where the user can look up an
ACI eManifest or group of manifests for the purpose of tracking or to make changes. There are many search options
available. By default the search will display manifests for the last week so that only the most current manifests are
displayed.
The ACI eManifest Search Page can be accessed under the ACI eManifests menu by clicking on 'Search ACI
eManifests'. It will also be brought up when the user clicks on 'ACI eManifests' on the top menu bar.

23.1 Start New ACI eManifest Button
Used to begin a new manifest. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Start New ACI eManifest Page.

23.1.1 ACI eManifest Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for manifests using a number of different options. By default it
will display manifests with a Date Created Between one week ago and the present day. By altering the search
options though the user can search any manifest ever created on the system, filtering by whatever criteria
desired. e.g. the user could search for all manifests for a particular driver last month, or all manifests ever to cross
at the port of Sarnia, etc. Another common use is to simply search for an individual manifest by Trip Number.
Search Button
Used to search for manifests. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this button will
search for matching results and display them in the ACI eManifests Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will set the Date Created Between
back to one week ago and the present day, and will clear all other search options. The manifests created within
the last week will then be displayed in the ACI eManifests Results Section below.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.
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23.2 ACI eManifests Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the ACI eManifest Search Section.
Each manifest matching the search will be listed with important details including the Trip Number, Current Status, and
attached Shipments. It will also include a 'View' link to allow the user to bring up that manifest's ACI eManifest Details
Page to see further information or to make changes. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be
used to view the other pages.
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24 ACI Shipment Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The ACI Shipment Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software where the user can look up an ACI
Shipment or group of shipments for the purpose of tracking or to make changes. There are many search options
available. By default the search will display shipments for the last week so that only the most current shipments are
displayed. The ACI Shipment Search Page can be accessed under the ACI eManifests menu by clicking on 'Search ACI
Shipments'.

Start New ACI Shipment Button
Used to begin a new shipment. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Start New ACI Shipment Page.

24.1 ACI Shipment Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for shipments using a number of different options. By default it will
display shipments with a Date Created Between one week ago and the present day. By altering the search options
though the user can search any shipment ever created on the system, filtering by whatever criteria desired. e.g. the user
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could search for all shipments of a particular Shipment Type last month, or all shipments ever to cross at the port of
Sarnia, etc. Another common use is to simply search for an individual shipment by Cargo Control Number.
Search Button
Used to search for shipments. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this button will
search for matching results and display them in the ACI Shipments Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will set the Date Created Between
back to one week ago and the present day, and will clear all other search options. The shipments created within
the last week will then be displayed in the ACI Shipments Results Section below.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

24.2 ACI Shipments Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the ACI Shipment Search Section.
Each shipment matching the search will be listed with important details including the Cargo Control Number, Current
Status, and the Trip Number of the manifest it is attached to (if any). It will also include a 'View' link to allow the user to
bring up that shipment's ACI Shipment Details Page to see further information or to make changes. If more than one page
of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view the other pages.
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25 Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software where the user
enters or modifies the commodity information for an ACI Shipment. It can only be accessed from the ACI Shipment
Details Page by clicking either the 'Create Commodity' button or the 'Edit' link of an existing commodity. Please note the
legend located at the bottom of the page, as it can be used to determine which fields are required to be filled out.

Save Button
Used to save the entered commodity information to the shipment. Can only be used when all of the required fields
have been completed. Clicking the button will save the commodity information to the shipment and return the user
to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Delete Button
Only appears when editing an existing commodity. Clicking on this button will remove the commodity from the
shipment and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Cancel Button
Used to cancel entering or editing commodity information. Clicking on this button will disregard any entered or
changed commodity information and return the user to the ACI Shipment Details Page.
Description
Used to provide a description of the goods that make up the shipment. The description must be plain language
and sufficient to identify the cargo for customs purposes. The description can be between 1 and 300 characters
and cannot contain special characters such as ', :, + or !. When the user begins typing the description in the field,
the system will check to see if it matches a previously entered ACI Commodity Description. If so it will come up to
be selected, which will automatically set the package type and weight unit used previously. Otherwise the
description will be recorded for the next time. Please note that the user can also edit and delete stored ACI
Commodity Descriptions on the ACI Commodity Description Search Page.
Quantity
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Used to indicate the number and type of packages of the goods that make up the shipment. The number of
packages can be entered in the text field, and must be a whole number between 1 and 9999999. The drop down
menu is used to select the package type from the list. e.g. boxes, barrels
Weight
Used to indicate the gross weight of the goods that make up the shipment. The weight can be entered in the text
field, and must be 1 to 9 digits. Decimal values are optionally allowed with up to 4 digit decimal precision. The
drop down menu is used to select the weight unit from the list. e.g. pounds, kilograms
Marks and Numbers
Optional field. Used to indicate and marks and numbers that identify a shipment or parts of a shipment.
Hazmat UN Code
Required if the shipment contains hazardous materials. Used to indicate the UN Code for the hazardous
materials. When the user begins typing the UN Code in the field, the system will check to see if it matches a
previously entered UN Code. If so it will come up to be selected, which will automatically set the Contact Name,
Contact Phone Number and Handling Instructions used previously. Otherwise these selections will be recorded
for the next time. Please note that the user can also edit and delete stored ACI Hazardous Goods Profiles on the
ACI Hazardous Goods Search Page.
Hazmat Contact Name
Required if the shipment contains hazardous materials. Used to indicate the contact name for the hazardous
materials.
Hazmat Contact Phone Number
Required if the shipment contains hazardous materials. Used to indicate the contact number for the hazardous
materials.
Hazmat Handling Instructions
Required if the shipment contains hazardous materials. Used to specify handling instructions for the hazardous
materials. e.g. "handle with care" or "keep away from eyes"
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26 ACI Commodity Description Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The ACI Commodity Description Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software allows the user
access to the Commodity Descriptions used by the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page. Because all new
commodity descriptions entered on an ACI Shipment are recorded, it is normal to accumulate some errors. e.g. typos.
This page allows the user to remove undesired commodity descriptions and correct errors. It can be accessed from the
ACI eManifests menu by clicking 'Commodity Descriptions.'

New Commodity Description Button
Used to add a new Commodity Description. Although normally commodity descriptions are simply entered from
the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page as the user is entering an ACI Shipment, which is generally more
efficient. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a separate page (shown below) where the Description,
Default Package Type, and Default Weight Unit can be entered. Once entered clicking 'Save' will add the
Commodity Description and return the user to the ACI Commodity Description Search Page.
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26.1 Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for Commodity Descriptions by Description and Package Type. By
default it will display all Commodity Descriptions.
Search Button
Used to search for Commodity Descriptions. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this
button will search for matching results and display them in the Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will clear all search options and
display all Commodity Descriptions.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

26.2 Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the Search Section. Each result
will include an 'Edit' and 'Delete' link. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view
the other pages.
Edit
Used to edit a Commodity Description. Especially useful in the case of typos. Clicking on this link will bring the
user to a separate page page where the changes can be made. Clicking 'Save' from there will update that
Commodity Description and return the user to the ACI Commodity Description Search Page.
Delete
Used to delete a Commodity Description. Useful in the case of duplicate descriptions having been entered.
Clicking on this link will remove the Commodity Description from the system.
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27 Consignee Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The ACI Shipper/Consignee Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software allows the user to
manage the Shipper and Consignee Profiles used by ACI Shipments, commonly to remove duplicates or correct errors. It
can be accessed under the ACI eManifests menu by clicking 'Shippers & Consignees'.
How to create ACI shippers and consignees in BorderConnect.

Create New Button
Used to add a new Shipper, Consignee, Delivery Destination or Notification Party. Although normally this is done
automatically while entering an ACI Shipment, which is generally more efficient. Moving the mouse over this
button will display the choice between creating a Shipper, Consignee, Delivery Destination or Notify Party.
Clicking on one of these options will bring the user to a separate page (shown below) where the name and
address can be entered. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will add the Profile and return the user to the ACI
Shipper/Consignee Search Page.
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Search By Button
Used to select which type of Profile to search for. By default the search will display only Shippers. Moving the
mouse over this button will display the choice between Shippers, Consignees, Delivery Destinations, or Notify
Parties.
Export Data (CSV)
Exports the currently displayed search results to a spreadsheet in CSV format.

27.1 Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for Shippers, Consignees, Delivery Destinations and Notify Parties by
Type, Name, Address or Comments. By default it will display all Shippers.
Search Button
Used to search using search options listed above. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking
on this button will search for matching results and display them in the Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will set the Type to Shipper and
clear all other search options to display all Shippers.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

27.2 Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the Search Section. Each result
will include an 'Edit' and 'Delete' link. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view
the other pages.
Edit
Used to edit a Shipper, Consignee, Delivery Destination or Notify Party. Clicking on this button link will bring the
user to a separate page where the changes can be made. Clicking 'Save' from there will update the Profile and
return the user to the ACI Shipper/Consignee Search Page.
Delete
Used to delete a Shipper, Consignee, Delivery Destination or Notify Party. Clicking on this link will remove the
Profile from the system.
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28 ACI CSA Importer Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
The ACI CSA Importer Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software allows the user access to the
Business Numbers used by the Start New ACI Shipment Page. This page allows the user to assign names to Business
Numbers in order to more easily select them for on CSA Shipments, as well as the ability to remove or correct Business
Numbers. It can be accessed under the ACI eManifests menu by clicking 'CSA Importers'.

New CSA Importer Button
Used to add a new Business Number. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a separate page (shown below)
where the Importer CBSA Business Number and and Name can be entered. Once entered, clicking 'Save' will
add the Business Number and return the user to the ACI CSA Importer Search Page.

28.1 Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for Business Numbers by Number and Name. By default it will display
all Business Numbers.
Search Button
Used to search for Business numbers. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this
button will search for matching results and display them in the Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will clear all search options and
display all Business Numbers.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.
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28.2 Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the Search Section. Each result
will include an 'Edit' and 'Delete' link. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view
the other pages.
Edit
Used to edit a Business Number. Clicking on this link will bring the user to a separate page page where the
changes can be made. Clicking 'Save' from there will update that Business Number and return the user to the ACI
CSA Importers Search Page.
Delete
Used to delete a Business Number. Clicking on this link will remove the Business Number from the system.
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29 Generating ACE and ACI eManifest Lead Sheets (CBP and
CBSA)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to generate coversheets in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on generating lead sheets for ACE and ACI eManifest using BorderConnect eManifest
software. An ACI lead sheet is required to be presented by the driver each time the driver enters Canada using ACI.
Although carriers are free to design and produce their own ACI lead sheets, BorderConnect provides 2 useful features to
automatically generate lead sheets for you.

29.1 Printing Lead Sheets from a Manifest
This is the most commonly used method for obtaining an ACI lead sheet. Once you have completed your manifest, simply
use the Print button near the top of the ACI eManifest Details Page to generate the ACI lead sheet for the manifest in
PDF format.
You will be given the choice between the Standard Driver's Copy and Detailed Driver's Copy. Both are acceptable as ACI
lead sheets, so it is only a matter of user preference. The two copies below are for the same manifest.

29.1.1 Fax and Email
Right next to the Print button are the Fax and Email buttons, which can be used to send the ACI lead sheet to a fax
machine or email instead. This can be handy when you have no use for printing the copy yourself, but need to send it on
to someone else. The Fax and Email buttons give you the same choice between the Standard and Detailed Driver's
copies, as well as the fax number or email that you'd like to send it to. For the email option you can also enter a message
to the recipient.
There is no fee associated with using the fax lead sheet option. The fax number entered must include area code,
regardless of whether you are sending to a local fax machine or not.
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29.2 Generating Lead Sheets Ahead of Time
One of the problems with pulling up lead sheets directly from a manifest is that it can sometimes be difficult to get them to
the driver. If you aren't able to get the information for the manifest until the driver has already picked up the load, then
chances are you'd have to have the driver stop somewhere and wait for a fax from you before proceeding to the border.
This can be costly.
A good way to get around this problem is to generate a set of ACI lead sheets to give to your driver ahead of time, much
the way you do with PARS barcodes. That way your driver already has the lead sheet in the truck, and can be on the way
to the border while the manifest is being prepared.
To get started, select the option 'ACE/ACI Coversheets' from the Account menu on the top menu bar.
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This will bring you to the ACI Coversheet Listing. From here click on the 'Create ACI Coversheet' button to enter the
information for the lead sheets you wish to generate. The only information you're required to enter here is the Carrier
Code and the Trip Number Range, which specifies the first and last trip number in the sequence. For example entering
0001 to 0050 will generate a set of 50 ACI lead sheets beginning with 0001 and continuing through 0050.
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Once you're finished entering the information you wish to appear on your lead sheets, you can click Save to save the set
in the system, or Save/View PDF to save the set and immediately bring up the PDF file so that you can print them for
distribution to your drivers.
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At any time you can return to the ACI Coversheet Listing to see what trip number sequences you've used before, view the
PDF files again, edit an existing set or delete it.
Now when your driver picks up a load, they can simply complete the extra information on the lead sheet you provided
them and let you know the trip number (aka conveyance reference number) they are using so that you can match it when
entering the manifest.
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30 ACI Hazardous Goods Search Page (ACI eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to create a Hazardous Goods Profile in BorderConnect.
The ACI Hazardous Goods Search Page is a page in BorderConnect ACI eManifest software that allows the user
access to the Hazardous Goods Profiles used by the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page. This page allows the
user to remove undesired Hazardous Goods Profiles and correct errors. It can be accessed under the ACI eManifests
menu by clicking 'Hazardous Goods'.
New Hazardous Good Button
Used to add a new Hazardous Goods Profile. Although normally hazardous goods information is simply entered
from the Add/Edit Commodity for ACI Shipment Page as the user is entering an ACI Shipment, which is generally
more efficient. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a separate page (shown below) where the UN Code,
Contact Phone Number, Contact Name and Handling Instructions can be entered. Once entered clicking 'Save'
will add the Hazardous Goods Profile and return the user to the ACI Hazardous Goods Search Page.

30.1 Search Section
This section of the page allows the user to search for Hazardous Goods Profiles by UN Code, Contact Name and Contact
Phone Number. By default it will display all Hazardous Goods Profiles.
Search Button
Used to search for Hazardous Goods Profiles. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on
this button will search for matching results and display them in the Results Section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will clear all search options and
display all Hazardous Goods Profiles.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

30.2 Results Section
This section of the page displays the search results generated by the search options in the Search Section. Each result
will include an 'Edit' and 'Delete' link. If more than one page of results is displayed, the arrow icons can be used to view
the other pages.
Edit
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Used to edit a Hazardous Goods Profile. Clicking on this link will bring the user to a separate page where the
changes can be made. Clicking 'Save' from there will update that Hazardous Goods Profile and return the user to
the ACI Hazardous Goods Search Page.
Delete
Used to delete a Hazardous Goods Profile. Useful in the case of duplicate profiles having been entered. Clicking
on this link will remove the Hazardous Goods Profile from the system.
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